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·1·· · · · · · · · · · · ··OCTOBER 25, 2016
·2·· · · · · · · · · ·TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS
·3·· · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·*****
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··(Gavel.)··Hello, everyone.··Maui
·5··Planning Commission is called to order.··Today is October
·6··25th, 2016, 1:35 p.m.
·7·· · · · · ·At this point, with the sheer number of people
·8··in the audience, I was asked to ask everybody to put your
·9··cell phone in vibrate, do not cause any disturbance.··And,
10··also, too, is please do not speak out of order, only speak
11··when you are asked to when you're up at the podium.··Thank
12··you.
13·· · · · · ·So at this point we're going to open up the
14··Unfinished Business, Number 1.
15·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Thank you, Chair.··This
16··is a request from Ms. Leona Rocha Wilson for a State Land
17··Use Commission Special Permit and a Conditional Permit in
18··order to operate the Lona Ridge Special Events Project for
19··special events, photo shoots, filming, art shows, retreats
20··and workshops on property situated in the State
21··Agricultural District, at 588 Kulaiwi Drive, TMK 352,
22··Parcel 10, in Wailuku.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Deputy.
24·· · · · · ·So the first item on our agenda is actually the
25··Petition to Intervene.··I am going to open the floor for
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·1··public testimony, but keep in mind that whoever wants to
·2··come forward to testify, please limit your testimonial
·3··only pertaining to the Petition to Intervene.··We are not
·4··talking about Leona Wilson's particular application right
·5··now; we're talking about the Petition to Intervene.··So if
·6··you are not testifying anything new regarding the
·7··petition, then please refrain from testifying at this
·8··moment.
·9·· · · · · ·And what happens is, that based on the result,
10··this Commission decides to -- whether to grant or not
11··granting the petition, you will still have an opportunity
12··to testify at that point.··Okay.
13·· · · · · ·So at this point, I'm going to ask, do we have a
14··list?··So please keep that in mind, to speed this up.··And
15··I am going to your name up.
16·· · · · · ·MR. CORELLA:··Excuse me, sir.··Could you please
17··define intervention for us?
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You want to speak to that?
19·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Mr. Corella, what is before the
20··Commission today at the moment is Mr. Hal Davis' Petition
21··to Intervene in the application.··By -- by doing so, what
22··the essence is that he's asking the Commission to make him
23··a party to the proceeding so that he may participate as a
24··party.··In other words, he may call witnesses, he may ask
25··questions, he may make presentations, and receive
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·1··information about the matter.
·2·· · · · · ·So what the -- what the Chair has asked anyone
·3··wishing to testify today to do is to limit their testimony
·4··only to the issue of whether the Petition to Intervene
·5··should be granted or denied.··At the moment, we are not
·6··speaking to the merits of the application.··In other
·7··words, this is not about whether the application is a good
·8··idea, bad idea.··This is limited only to the issue of
·9··whether the Petitioner, Mr. Davis, should be a party to
10··the case.··And depending on the outcome of that decision,
11··that will determine the Commission's next step.··However,
12··when the merits of the application are decided, there will
13··be another opportunity for people to present testimony
14··on -- on that -- on the merits.
15·· · · · · ·MR. CORELLA:··Thank you, sir.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··So I'm going to call your
17··names out.··And with that understanding, if you have
18··nothing new to share, please refrain or postpone your
19··testimony regarding the merits of her application at a
20··later time.··Okay?··Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·Susan Grubbs.
22·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··Is it all right if I set this here?
23··Okay?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself.··You have
25··three minutes.
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··My name is Susan Grubbs.··I live
·2··within 500 feet.
·3·· · · · · ·In the opposition of Mr. Hal Davis' Lona Ridge
·4··LLC intervention filed by attorney Deborah Wright,
·5··representing Leona Wilson, Document Number 105636,
·6··received by the County Planning Department on August 1st,
·7··2016, Number 3 states, "Davis has misrepresented the
·8··support he has received for his opposition and
·9··intervention to the application proposed permit."
10·· · · · · ·I would like to submit to the committee the
11··copies, which I believe you all have, of this map which
12··shows, in pink, those owners within Wailuku Heights I and
13··II who oppose the Lona Ridge permit.
14·· · · · · ·A new petition, which I started circulating
15··within one month of the last hearing, the new petition was
16··signed and these opposition letters were obtained after
17··the August 30 -- 23rd Planning hearing.··This petition and
18··these opposition letters to Lona Ridge LLC permit request
19··were obtained by myself, William Mangum of Wailuku Heights
20··II, Leslie Brown, Scott Suda and Jean-Claude Wietzel of
21··Wailuku Heights I.
22·· · · · · ·Also important to note is the overwhelming
23··number of additional signatures and letters from Wailuku
24··Heights I who have only recently become aware of the
25··Wilson permit, requesting these additional letters and new
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·1··petition.··These -- these letters and new petition are
·2··dated from September 15th to October 16th, 2016, a 30-day
·3··period after the August 23rd hearing.··79 percent of the
·4··homeowners within 500 feet of Lona Ridge LLC, including
·5··Mr. Davis, are imposed [sic] to the special permit.··The
·6··majority of owners within Wailuku Heights I and II are
·7··opposed.
·8·· · · · · ·Lona Ridge's -- LLC's attorney is incorrect in
·9··her statement that Mr. Davis has misrepresented support to
10··the intervention.··I, as well as the majority of
11··homeowners of Wailuku Heights, oppose the Lona Ridge LL
12··Permit -- LLC permit, and support Mr. Davis' intervention
13··to stop commercial business in our residential
14··neighborhood.
15·· · · · · ·Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·Do you have any questions about the map?
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Susan.··Lillian Mangum.
18·· · · · · ·MS. MANGUM:··To the Members of the Maui Planning
19··Commission, thank you for the opportunity to speak.··My
20··name is Lillian Mangum, a Wailuku Heights homeowner who
21··resides within 500 feet of Lona Ridge LLC.··I support
22··Mr. Davis' petition for intervention.
23·· · · · · ·The impacts suffered by residents of Wailuku
24··Heights are the same for Mr. Davis and all of us;
25··increased traffic and a related increase in public safety
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·1··to children, pedestrians and pets, increased noise,
·2··especially at night, and possible increase in criminal
·3··activity in our safe neighborhood.
·4·· · · · · ·What's unique in Mr. Davis's situation are the
·5··complications associated with the prospect of having a
·6··commercial venue at the top of his street when all traffic
·7··to and from Lona Ridge LLC will go past his house.
·8·· · · · · ·Mr. Davis, essentially, is filing this
·9··intervention on our behalf.··All neighbors, and especially
10··those living within 500 feet of Lona Ridge LLC, we will
11··all have to endure the negative consequences of commercial
12··activity in our neighborhood.··There is absolutely no
13··benefit to Mr. Davis and the rest of us if this permit is
14··approved.
15·· · · · · ·For the past four weeks, Susan Grubbs and I have
16··been collecting signatures for a petition opposing Lona
17··Ridge's permit applications, and homeowners have signed
18··opposition letters.··As you can see from the map, and the
19··stack of signed petitions and letters, we were able to
20··contact many homeowners who readily agreed to sign.
21·· · · · · ·A major consideration for you, the Planning
22··Commission, is to look at the overwhelming opposition from
23··our neighbors in Wailuku Heights I and II.··Please note
24··that most of the homeowners within 500 feet of Lona Ridge
25··LLC, marked by dots on the map, are opposed to the
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·1··permits.··My understanding is the Planning Commission
·2··weighs this very heavily in its consideration of the
·3··permits.
·4·· · · · · ·Hal Davis and the homeowners of Wailuku Heights
·5··I and II have made it very clear that commercial
·6··activities in a residential neighborhood will have a
·7··negative impact.··Many, many homeowners immediately
·8··stepped forward when we asked them to sign our petition.
·9··Several mentioned their concern and hope that this
10··intervention will stop commercial business activity in the
11··neighborhood.
12·· · · · · ·Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Lillian.··Lester Yano.
14·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Good afternoon.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Hello, Lester.
16·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Hi.··I'm back.··My name is Lester
17··Yano, I'm the President of Wailuku Heights II Homeowners
18··Association; however, I'm testifying as a homeowner who
19··lives in Wailuku Heights.
20·· · · · · ·And, you know, what I want to talk about is,
21··unfortunately, the impact, the direct impact that
22··Mr. Davis will be seeing if this permit is granted.··And,
23··you know, unfortunately, because of where he lives, he
24··has -- it's just going to be impacted by everything.
25·· · · · · ·And one way of looking at it, remember those
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·1··Venn diagrams, the circles, back in grade school where you
·2··have like -- if you have a circle with all animals that
·3··can fly, you have another circle with all animals that
·4··have two feet, and there's another section where some of
·5··them can fly and that gets a smaller group.··Well,
·6··unfortunately, you have a situation where the only way to
·7··get to Lona Ridge is up Kulaiwi.··So when you look at the
·8··number of people who live on Kulaiwi, there are about 30
·9··lots.··You look at the number of people who live within
10··500 feet of Lona Ridge, that gets down to about 18.··And
11··then you consider who is going to be impacted by the
12··noise, the safety, the traffic, who's the homeowner that's
13··gonna be impacted if, despite the prohibition in the
14··CC&Rs, the Commission says that she is allowed to do these
15··commercial activities.··When you start looking at that -16··people that are left, it's a very small group.··And Hal
17··Davis, unfortunately, because of where he lives, is part
18··of that group.
19·· · · · · ·And even besides living on Kulaiwi -- you know,
20··I asked you guys to go up and drive down there one night.
21··Did anyone do that?··You know, because when you come down
22··there, there's a curve.··Unfortunately, his house is kind
23··of behind that curve.··So he has even more of an impact
24··because of safety.··And so we have a situation where, you
25··know, the general public has -- is impacted by all of
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·1··these adverse impacts.··But because of where he lives, on
·2··Kulaiwi, within 500 feet of Lona Ridge, along this curve,
·3··and being a homeowner, he is directly impacted by all of
·4··these horrible horribles.··And he has the misfortune, just
·5··because of where he lives.
·6·· · · · · ·So because of that, I think, you know -- you
·7··know, if you go to Vegas, there's a game called Let It
·8··Ride.··I don't know if you play that, but you can get a
·9··hand where it's a no-brainer, you're automatic gonna win.
10··I think this is a situation where it should be a
11··no-brainer that Mr. Davis should be allowed to intervene
12··and be a party to these proceedings.
13·· · · · · ·Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·Do you have any questions?
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Lester.··Norma Cronkite.
16·· · · · · ·MS. BERROGA CRONKITE:··Aloha, Chair Tsai and
17··Members of the Maui Planning Commission.··Thank you very
18··much for this opportunity to speak before you this
19··afternoon.··I'm Norma Berroga Cronkite, a retired educator
20··and school administrator and a former member of the Maui
21··Planning Commission.
22·· · · · · ·After hearing our Corporation Counsel, about the
23··definition of intervention, I would like to inform you
24··that I oppose the Petition to Intervene.··It's because we
25··have a process in place, we have Members of the Maui
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·1··Planning Commission, and you can set conditions when you
·2··grant the Special Use Permit.
·3·· · · · · ·Now, the other reason I am before you is because
·4··of a letter that was sent to Chair Tsai dated August 28,
·5··2016, from a resident, supposedly a resident, at Wailuku
·6··Heights who said that I am not a principal, never been a
·7··principal, I'm not an educator because I taught senior
·8··citizens, and I don't have a teaching license or a license
·9··of a school administrator.··So I took it upon myself to
10··provide you copies of all my college diplomas.··I have
11··five degrees, including master's in educational
12··administration.··And I'm about to complete my doctoral
13··studies in school leadership, curriculum instruction and
14··all those things related to school administration.··I also
15··included a copy of my teaching license from the State of
16··Hawaii and my license as school administrator.
17·· · · · · ·The reason I did that is because Phyllis
18··(Inaudible), who wrote to our Chair, is trying to destroy
19··my credibility and integrity and reputation, for that
20··matter, to speak before you.··And she made false
21··statements that are derogatory, for one thing, false and
22··defamatory.··And that's not acceptable.
23·· · · · · ·So I ask the Maui Planning Commission to please
24··consider that, consider her letter, and let it be
25··something that you would consider unacceptable because we
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·1··don't need false statements and all kinds of accusations.
·2··Not only to myself as a supporter of the Lona Ridge
·3··application for Special Use Permit, but, you know,
·4··statements about Leona Rocha Wilson that are not really
·5··true.
·6·· · · · · ·So, again, I would like to reiterate my support
·7··for the Lona Ridge application and my opposition for the
·8··Petition to Intervene, and let the process work.··You
·9··folks are trusted by this community to do your work as
10··the -11·· · · · · ·MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
12·· · · · · ·MS. BERROGA CRONKITE:··-- the Maui planning.··So
13··let the process work.··Thank you very much.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··So, again, just
15··reiterate, please focus your testimonials only on the
16··Petition to Intervene.··Thank you.
17·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Thank you.
18·· · · · · ·MR. CORELLA:··Thank you.
19·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Alan Unemori.
21·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··I have no comments on the Petition
22··to Intervene.··I reserve my say for later when we're
23··talking about the merits of the case.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Rick Scott.
25·· · · · · ·MR. SCOTT:··Hello, everyone.··My name is Rick
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·1··Scott.··I live in Polulani Drive, within 500 feet of the
·2··Lona Ridge.··I don't know.··I'm a little bit confused
·3··about the whole process.··And I think I'm one of many that
·4··would like to see Hal Davis, somewhat, as I understand it,
·5··a representative for us.
·6·· · · · · ·I don't know if we're supposed to speak about
·7··our resumes today, but I've got one just as big.
·8·· · · · · ·All I can say is I support the intervention.
·9··And I've got a lot to say, but I want to stick to the
10··subject.··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Merlyn Scott.
12·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··She had to leave.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Ernie Cronkite.
14·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··Ernie will wait until
15··later.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Mars -17·· · · · · ·MS. SIMPSON:··Simpson.··I'll pass it this time.
18··Thank you.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Looks like Al Corella.
20·· · · · · ·MR. CORELLA:··Good afternoon, Ladies and
21··Gentlemen.··I am in total support of Mr. Davis' petition
22··for an intervention.
23·· · · · · ·And there's two things that have not been
24··provided to him to protect him and protect the rest of us
25··property owners in Wailuku Heights.
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·1·· · · · · ·My questions are, where is the environmental
·2··impact study by this Commission or Leona Ridge or -- I'm
·3··sorry -- Leona Wilson as to how this Conditional Use
·4··Permit will offend Wailuku Heights residents?
·5·· · · · · ·If you approve this permit, you will
·6··single-handedly destroy our community.··You will prevent
·7··me and my fellow residents to have the use and enjoyment
·8··of our property.
·9·· · · · · ·The other question that I have for you is that
10··the approval of this conditional use permit will
11··undoubtedly lower our property values.··If you grant this
12··petition, there is no doubt the property values will
13··decrease.··And case law has already established that if
14··property values decrease due to government intrusion, it
15··is a taking under the Fifth Amendment.··And my question to
16··you is, is the County prepared to reimburse property
17··owners after they have suffered significant losses in
18··their property values.
19·· · · · · ·And, in closing, I thank you for your time.··And
20··I will appreciate an honest evaluation on your part
21··because we're relying on your ability to make a sound
22··decision on this petition.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you, Al.··Myrna Fung.
24·· · · · · ·MS. FUNG:··I would like to reserve my comments
25··for later.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Noreen Sereno.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. SERENO:··My name is Noreen Sereno.··I live
·3··at 532 Kulaiwi Drive, within the 500 feet of the Lona
·4··Ridge application.··And I support Hal Davis in his
·5··intervention.··And as all the people said before, I can't
·6··add anything more.··It's just awesome.··And I hope you
·7··consider all what people have said when you make your
·8··decision.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Albert Hahn.
10·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··I reserve my comment for later.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Gary Wong.
12·· · · · · ·MR. WONG:··My name is Gary Wong.··I live in
13··Wailuku Heights.··I have for over 60 years, meaning I
14··lived in actually the original development.
15·· · · · · ·We often talk about doing things that are pono,
16··the right way.··I am not Hawaiian, but many of the
17··residents in Wailuku Heights don't feel that this whole
18··permitting process has been done the right way.··I am sure
19··a lot of people agree that it's been like, more or less,
20··shoved down our throats.··And for someone -- when we have
21··attorneys here that are saying, you know, this is the way
22··it's going to be, and it's like -- to a lot of people,
23··that's just distasteful.··Whenever anybody makes you do
24··something that's against your will and you don't have a
25··voice, that's wrong.
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·1·· · · · · ·With Hal Davis as a voice speaking for many of
·2··the residents, it might be more pono, in other words, what
·3··we -- what did the Hawaiians do in the old days?··They
·4··often would probably discuss things.··Yes, they might have
·5··had war, but if we could sit down and agree and have many
·6··voices speak.··And if Leona or her representative could
·7··try and iron out some of the differences that people have,
·8··wouldn't that be the right way to go?··I think so.
·9·· · · · · ·Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··So is there anybody else
11··wish to testify regarding the Petition to Intervene?
12··Again, please come forward.
13·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··I came in late.··So can I?
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, come forward.··And, again,
15··please only talk about the petition.
16·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Right.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You have three minutes.··Please
18··identify yourself.
19·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Good afternoon.··And thank you for
20··your time and allowing us to speak today.··My name is Jane
21··Nava.··And I strongly support Mr. Hal Davis' intervention.
22·· · · · · ·I, too, live in Wailuku Drive -- I mean Kulaiwi
23··Drive and within 500 feet.··And, technically, the entire
24··neighborhood should be recognized within 500 feet.
25··Because of limited access, her guests will be required to
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·1··drive through the entire neighborhood, impacting all
·2··residents with an increase in traffic, noise and public
·3··concerns.
·4·· · · · · ·Wailuku Heights is an established residential
·5··community.··And I strongly oppose Lona Ridge Special Use
·6··Permit and Conditional Use Permit application.
·7·· · · · · ·Lastly, I want to thank Mr. Hal Davis for doing
·8··what is right in protecting his interest and our interests
·9··as well.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else?
11·· · · · · ·MS. MEYER:··Hi.··My name is Ashley Meyer.··Thank
12··you for letting me speak today.
13·· · · · · ·And I just want to say that I live on Kulaiwi
14··Drive within 500 feet of the Lona Ridge.··And I strongly
15··am for Hal Davis.··Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else wish to testify?
17·· · · · · ·MR. SOUSA:··Aloha mai kakou.··My name is Keoki
18··Sousa.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha.
20·· · · · · ·MR. SOUSA:··Aloha.··I'm a traditional
21··practitioner of la`au lapa`au.··And I'm here to testify in
22··support of Lona Ridge as a -23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sorry.··We're just talking about
24··the Petition to Intervene.··So you're -25·· · · · · ·MR. SOUSA:··Okay.··I'll come back later.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No problem.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. SOUSA:··That's what happens when you just
·3··walk in the door.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else wish to testify?
·5··Seeing none, public testimony is now closed.
·6·· · · · · ·We are going to agenda item.··Deputy.
·7·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Thank you, Chair.
·8·· · · · · ·I believe the next step would be for Mr. Davis
·9··to speak on behalf of his Petition to Intervene and he
10··would be followed by Ms. Wilson responding.
11·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Good afternoon.··My name is Jack
12··Naiditch.··Good afternoon, Chair.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Can you please speak to the mic -14··into the mic?
15·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Oh, sure.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··We can -17·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Can you hear me?
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
19·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Yeah.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please proceed.
21·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Okay.··Good afternoon,
22··Chairperson, Corporation Counsel, Deputy Planning Director
23··and the Members of the Commission and staff.··My -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Good afternoon.
25·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Hello.··My name is Jack Naiditch.
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·1··I represent the Petitioner in this motion to intervene.
·2·· · · · · ·As you know -- let me get my -- the application
·3··is for a Special Use Permit and a Conditional Use Permit
·4··for business uses that are outside of the agricultural
·5··zoning for the property in question.··These business
·6··activities include weddings, corporate events, parties,
·7··including tea parties, anniversary parties and other
·8··parties, nonprofit functions, I'm not sure what that is,
·9··retreats, workshops, cultural events and ceremonies and
10··other business activities.
11·· · · · · ·My client, Mr. Davis, has filed a Petition to
12··Intervene.··The applicants oppose the petition.··The
13··opposition is based on two separate grounds.··One is that
14··Mr. Davis doesn't have standing, and the other is that
15··this petition will not help clarify or develop the record
16··for your -- for your consideration.··I think both of these
17··positions are groundless, particularly given the fact that
18··he has met the requirements for intervention and because
19··the issues involved and the overwhelming opposition of the
20··entire subdivision to this application.
21·· · · · · ·So the first argument is to the -- to oppose the
22··intervention, is, I suppose, the lack of standing under
23··your Rule 12-201-41(b).··There are two parts to this rule.
24··The first is the language in 12-201-41(b) itself and then
25··the second is the overwhelming directive that a petition
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·1··to intervene should be freely granted.
·2·· · · · · ·As to the language in 12-40 -- 201-41(b), in
·3··order for an intervenor to come in front of your board and
·4··to be part of this proceeding, he must have either, one, a
·5··property interest in land subject to the Commission
·6··action, or, two, he needs to demonstrate that he will be
·7··so directly and immediately affected by the matter before
·8··the Commission that his interest is clearly
·9··distinguishable from that of the "general public."··That's
10··what the rule says.
11·· · · · · ·The opposition asserts that because Mr. Davis
12··resides in a house six lots away from the entrance to the
13··Wilson property and -- he is not directly and immediately
14··affected by approval of the application for a Conditional
15··Use Permit and -- and Special Use Permit.··I think that
16··that's not in keeping with any case law or with any
17··proceedings in front of this Commission in the past.
18·· · · · · ·In order to intervene, you do not have to live
19··adjacent to the property.··If that was the rule, it would
20··have said that in the rule.
21·· · · · · ·The question is, is his interest different from
22··that of the general public.··So what does the words
23··"general public" mean?··General public is you and me.··I
24··live in Kula.··I don't know where you live.··I am not
25··affected by this development.··He, however, lives in the
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·1··subdivision.
·2·· · · · · ·There are a significant number of people in that
·3··subdivision who oppose this.··And he lives close enough to
·4··the property whereby he is going to be affected by a
·5··number of issues, by traffic, by noise, by safety
·6··concerns.··So he is going to be affected by a possible
·7··drop in his property value.··So he has an immediate and
·8··direct involvement in this proceeding.··He is not a member
·9··of the general public that this rule is designed to
10··exclude from filing petitions to intervene.
11·· · · · · ·The second issue is -- the second point in the
12··rule is that if you look at 12-401 -- sorry -13··12-201(b) -- 12-201-41(d), leave to intervene shall be
14··freely granted.··I would suggest that this is one of those
15··situations where this Commission should freely grant
16··leave.··That word has been traditionally meant that a
17··court or an administrative body such as this needs to
18··strongly consider granting leave to amend unless there's a
19··significant problem with the application, which we submit
20··there isn't.
21·· · · · · ·The second argument that the opposition raises
22··is that the intervention here will not expand the record
23··for intervention, and, in fact, will create inefficiency
24··in the process.··We -- we strongly suggest otherwise.
25·· · · · · ·There was a person who testified earlier,
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·1··passionately, about let the process work, points out that
·2··you have the right to make this decision without
·3··intervention, but the process includes the right to
·4··intervene.··It's in the rules.··That's the process.··The
·5··process is you have a matter that comes in front of you,
·6··if there's some third-party outsider who wants to
·7··intervene, and if they show they have a right, you should
·8··grant that right.··So I would agree with the person who
·9··made that impassioned plea.··And you should let the
10··process work and let him intervene.
11·· · · · · ·As to the specifics, how to develop the issues,
12··we think that this intervention will, in fact, help
13··develop the issues.
14·· · · · · ·Mr. Davis is not a lone wolf crying in the sky
15··up on the Wailuku Heights ridge.··He has the support of
16··almost 80 percent of the people who live within 500 feet.
17··He has the support of more than 50 percent of people in
18··the subdivision.··So he's not a lone wolf.
19·· · · · · ·He is represented by counsel.··So this process
20··with intervention is not going to be an unkempt process.
21··There's two attorneys representing the parties in this
22··process, and they should be able to handle the process
23··efficiently.
24·· · · · · ·Moreover, I think the record will be developed
25··by this intervention.··It will develop the neighbors'
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·1··viewpoint.··It will develop the impact on neighboring
·2··agricultural properties in terms of affordability of those
·3··properties.··It will develop whether the Petitioner can
·4··use a lot in the subdivision to access the Lona Ridge LLC
·5··property for business purposes and not for the purposes
·6··for which it's zoned.
·7·· · · · · ·In this regard, I would like to point out to
·8··you -- and I believe it was an exhibit that the opposition
·9··brought up, but I would like to just hand you a copy, if I
10··may.··May I?
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··We'll just pass those
12··down.
13·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Okay.··This is a letter from the
14··Office of Planning of the State of Hawaii.··It was
15··copied -- it was sent to Mr. Spence and it was copied to
16··the Land Use Commission.··And if you look at this letter,
17··particularly the second page, the Office of Planning has
18··significant concerns with these two applications.··I'll
19··read to you their concerns, if you look to Paragraph 4.
20·· · · · · ·Paragraph 4 says that the applicants must
21··demonstrate what special circumstances exist to justify
22··approval through the special permit process.··I pose the
23··question to you, what special circumstances exist here?
24··What is special about this property and this person's
25··condition that begs for a special use permit to conduct
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·1··commercial business properties on agricultural land?
·2·· · · · · ·I understand from the previous testimony at a
·3··hearing that one of the reasons that the applicant wants
·4··to go forward is because they need the money, that they -·5··this will be a way to create income while the trees on the
·6··property could develop and mature.··I would point out to
·7··you, based on the exhibits that they have in their
·8··opposition, the property was purchased by Lona Ridge LLC,
·9··a for-profit limited liability company, in 2005, from
10··David Niehaus.··As a condition to getting that purchase
11··done, it had to get access through the -- to the property.
12··So it bought this other lot.··You have -- so Lona Ridge
13··bought two pieces of property here so that they could get
14··access to the five-acre property.··The property that they
15··bought in Wailuku Heights they don't use for anything
16··other than access.
17·· · · · · ·I would suggest to anyone here that if you're
18··going to go do that, make that kind of investment, you
19··would have thought very well and hard about the nature of
20··your investment and that whether you're going to be making
21··money or not in growing trees on your property.··Whether
22··they are successful or not, that's their issue.··But the
23··point is just because they need more money doesn't give
24··them the right to have a special use on their property.
25·· · · · · ·If you follow that line of thinking, then
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·1··anybody can come in here with an agricultural property and
·2··say, you know what, my farm plan is not working out, the
·3··goats aren't producing, the bees aren't thriving, I can't
·4··raise cattle, I need to make more money on my property and
·5··I want to have commercial use on it.··That's not a special
·6··circumstance.··That's not a special circumstance.
·7·· · · · · ·So I think the intervention will develop what
·8··special circumstances there are that justify having this
·9··Special Use Permit and Conditional Use Permit.
10·· · · · · ·I will also point out to you the letter from the
11··State, in Section 5 on Page 2, where it says, OP
12··"questions the reasonableness of this use within the State
13··Agricultural District, the special permit guidelines in
14··Hawaii Administrative Rules 15-15-95 provide that the
15··proposed use shall not be contrary to the objective of HRS
16··Chapter 205," which covers agricultural land and the uses,
17··the permitted uses in agricultural lands.··So you have the
18··State questioning this application, strongly questioning
19··it.
20·· · · · · ·It goes on.··It says, "A major objective of HRS
21··Chapter 205 is to protect agricultural lands and ensure
22··their continued availability for agricultural use.··This
23··has been a paramount issue here in this county ever since
24··I've been here and a paramount issue with this Commission.
25·· · · · · ·"The proposed special events venue constitutes a
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·1··commercial visitor-oriented use that could result in
·2··increasing agricultural land values to the detriment of
·3··farmers seeking to acquire agricultural lands and pursue
·4··agricultural activities."··This is the State talking.
·5··They're concerned that if you allow this use, it will
·6··increase the value of this particular agricultural
·7··property.··And so when realtors are selling comparable
·8··properties near this vicinity, they will point to that
·9··comp and this will raise the value of agricultural land
10··for those who want to farm.··That's a big concern of the
11··State and -- and it's something that needs to be taken in
12··consideration and something that we can develop on the
13··record for you in the intervention.
14·· · · · · ·The second thing the State points out is that
15··the State is concerned about related adverse impacts
16··caused by the proposed use in terms of increased traffic
17··in the area, increased noise levels in the area and the
18··establishing of nonagricultural visitors, serving uses
19··such as bed and breakfast, short-term vacation rentals,
20··restaurants and retail shops within the Agricultural
21··District, all of which I understand to be swear words in
22··front of this Commission.··So here you have the State
23··very, very concerned about this project.
24·· · · · · ·All we're asking for is an opportunity to
25··intervene in the project and to have our position known
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·1··and addressed.··Thank you.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So we would like to hear from
·3··Ms. Wright.
·4·· · · · · ·MS. WRIGHT:··Good afternoon, Commissioners,
·5··Chair, Counsel and staff.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Good afternoon.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. WRIGHT:··I appreciate the opportunity to go
·8··over this.··My address is going to be a little bit shorter
·9··than Mr. Davis' counsel's address because a lot of what
10··was put forth during his address really has to do with the
11··merits.
12·· · · · · ·He used this opportunity not to argue about
13··whether intervention was appropriate, but to argue about
14··what he considered to be appropriate or not appropriate
15··for the Special Use Permit and Conditional Use Permit.
16··However, what we're here before you on right now is the
17··actual Petition for Intervention.··And a petition for
18··intervention has particular standards that have to be met
19··before intervention is to be allowed.
20·· · · · · ·One of the main things that needs to be pointed
21··out is, previously, Mr. Yano came forward at the last
22··hearing and, on behalf of the Association, presented its
23··position.··Similarly, the Association, if it wanted to,
24··could have moved to intervene for all the homeowners,
25··saying we have all this to present to you.··It did not do
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·1··so.
·2·· · · · · ·So with regard to Mr. Davis' petition for
·3··intervention, we have to look at Mr. Davis, not the other
·4··members of the public, not the Association and "can he be
·5··our voice."
·6·· · · · · ·The people who gave public testimony were very
·7··careful what they said.··They would start out saying, "I
·8··am presenting this on behalf of Mr. Davis and I support
·9··him because he has a unique situation," but when they
10··spoke about what that was, it always came down to he'll
11··represent the rest of us, we have noise concerns, we have
12··safety concerns, we have traffic concerns, but that is not
13··the standard.··He is not here as a representative.··He has
14··individually moved to intervene.··And in that regard, he
15··must meet the standards personally.
16·· · · · · ·He is not an adjacent or abutting landowner.
17··And, yes, that is not some sort of absolute requirement.
18··However, he is part of a neighborhood and he has not shown
19··anything unique to his particular ownership of land in the
20··area from the general public.
21·· · · · · ·Now, the discussion of the term general public
22··by Mr. Davis' present -- in Mr. Davis' presentation was
23··that general public has to refer, apparently, to all of
24··Maui.··And that's not correct.··The general public is all
25··of those who would perhaps have some concerns or be
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·1··affected in this instance, but doesn't mean it has to have
·2··some effect on everyone on the entire island or that you
·3··can say that anyone in a neighborhood has a right to
·4··intervene simply because they have that proximity or they
·5··are in that neighborhood or they would have, perhaps, some
·6··effect on them.··It is, is it different, is it unique to
·7··this particular individual as opposed to everyone else who
·8··might have a concern.
·9·· · · · · ·If it were as Mr. Davis presents, then everyone
10··in any neighborhood who wanted to intervene could
11··intervene because I'm in that neighborhood and it might
12··affect me or my land value or it might affect me because
13··there will be increased noise in the neighborhood.··That's
14··effects on the general public.
15·· · · · · ·There has been no unique showing of any
16··particular quality or interest by Mr. Davis that would
17··give him a right to intervene.··And that's, actually,
18··very, very important.··That's the main part of the
19··standard.
20·· · · · · ·He doesn't have an interest in the land
21··itself -- it was a two-part standard, interest in the land
22··or some interest that's different from the general public.
23··He doesn't have an interest in the land and he hasn't
24··asserted that.··He also doesn't have an interest that's
25··different from the general public.
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·1·· · · · · ·He says the cars would go past.··Well, cars will
·2··go past every house on Kulaiwi.··And he is not a
·3··representative of everybody who lives on Kulaiwi.··That is
·4··not how the application for or Petition to Intervene was
·5··submitted to the court.··He didn't submit it as a
·6··representative.
·7·· · · · · ·There has been, in the past -- and I am bringing
·8··this up because it seems to have to do with the Petition
·9··to Intervene.··There has been statements in the past and
10··there were statements here about this being a commercial
11··interest, about this being a business interest, about this
12··being something we don't want in the area.··And in the
13··time between the last hearing and this particular hearing,
14··I received some emails that were sent where Ms. Susan
15··Grubbs, who testified in favor of the Petition to
16··Intervene, was asking someone on the neighborhood watch to
17··post things about the hearing and about trying to stop
18··this particular matter.··And in response, the person that
19··she was sending the email to said, "It appears that this
20··effort you mention is solely directed at Lona Ridge;
21··however, word of caution, there are a number of neighbors
22··who do work from home.··I would caution that this does not
23··create problems to others."··And her response was, "Thank
24··you.··I appreciate your input.··Office in the home or home
25··business is not the same as commercial business."
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·1·· · · · · ·Now, the reason this is important is there seems
·2··to be a general feeling of let's get in there and let's go
·3··after Lona Ridge and attack this as a business, but we
·4··don't want to mention the fact that there are other
·5··businesses that are going on.··It's the same thing.
·6··Mr. Davis can't say, "I have this unique special interest
·7··just because I have ownership in this general neighborhood
·8··and, therefore, I have a right to intervene."··And say,
·9··"But it's special, it's unique, and we're not going to
10··look at all the other things that go on in the
11··neighborhood."
12·· · · · · ·The reason this will not -- the other part of
13··the right to intervene, the reason this will not expedite
14··or provide extra information and will affect the
15··efficiency of the Planning Commission is that the Planning
16··Commission has had hours and hours of public testimony,
17··all that information, all of that position statement has
18··already been presented.··There is going to be more time
19··given today.
20·· · · · · ·There is nothing that's going to contribute
21··additionally by simply saying, "We're going to allow this
22··person to come in and to bring in this same evidence,"
23··except him doing it separately as a party and having the
24··right to ask additional questions or bring in some more
25··information, the same thing over and over.··He has not
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·1··shown this Commission that he has anything else to
·2··contribute that goes beyond what has already been before
·3··the Commission and what is being presented to the
·4··Commission.··And all this will do is lengthen and encumber
·5··the Commission process.
·6·· · · · · ·So as a result, we don't believe that this is an
·7··appropriate petition for intervention, especially under
·8··the rules as they are written, and with the petition as it
·9··was presented to the Commission.··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Okay.··So I have just
11··been informed by the Corp Counsel that Mr. Davis' attorney
12··has a chance for rebuttal, if you choose to.
13·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Thank you.··I think the gist of
14··the argument about standing, according to -15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself again -16·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Oh.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- for the record.
18·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Jack Naiditch again, I represent
19··the Petitioner.··Thank you.
20·· · · · · ·I think what the -- I think what Ms. Wright is
21··saying to you is that my client's property doesn't abut or
22··adjoin the property owned by the LLC.··He's six houses
23··away, therefore, if he has a noise problem, that's no
24··different than anybody else, five houses away, four houses
25··away, seven houses away.··However, I guess if he had a
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·1··noise problem on the property that abutted the property in
·2··question, abutted the Wilson property, then he would have
·3··a specific unique circumstance.··That argument doesn't
·4··make sense.
·5·· · · · · ·He's six houses away.··He has a unique
·6··circumstance.··Is it the same as the house five houses
·7··away?··Yes.··It's the same as the house seven houses away.
·8··Is it the same as the house two miles away?··No.··That's
·9··the general public.
10·· · · · · ·I don't think Ms. Wilson has offered anything
11··to -- to the Commission here to show you that the general
12··public and the language in your rules means the entire
13··subdivision or people who live in a subdivision next to a
14··property in question.··Hence, the general public.
15··Otherwise, it would have said "adjoining landowners."··It
16··says "general public."··That's number one.
17·· · · · · ·So I do think that he has standing.··He has
18··alleged in his petition that he will suffer noise
19··problems, he will suffer traffic problems, he will suffer
20··safety problems, these and other issues.··Those will
21··affect him personally, immediately.··So I do think we have
22··standing on that point.
23·· · · · · ·On the issue of developing the record, I
24··understand there's a lot of people who have come in and
25··testified, but what will happen in an intervention is
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·1··you're going to have a hearings officer hear this and make
·2··findings of facts and conclusions of law to you.··Those
·3··findings of fact will be very specific about factual
·4··issues that are developed in that proceeding, in the
·5··intervention proceeding.··And you will then be able to
·6··look at his conclusions, his recommendations, and you then
·7··will have detailed facts as opposed to someone who has
·8··three minutes to come and testify about this and perhaps
·9··says the same thing as someone else.
10·· · · · · ·I don't believe you have all the facts in front
11··of you.··I think that, as I mentioned, we will have an
12··opportunity to develop the important facts for you and
13··then you can make an informed decision about this.
14·· · · · · ·Thank you.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.··As a courtesy to our
16··court recorder, we are going to take a quick five-minute
17··recess so she can have a break.··2:30, we'll reconvene.
18·· · · · · ·(Recess, 2:26 p.m. to 2:33 p.m.)
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Maui Planning Commission is called
20··back to order.··At this point, we are going to have
21··questions from the Commissioners for both legal
22··representatives of both sides.··Before that, Corp Counsel
23··wants to say a few words regarding the process to our
24··Commissioners.··Corp Counsel.
25·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Thank you, Mr. Chair.··So,
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·1··Commissioners, I think, at this point, the Chair is going
·2··to open up the floor for questions by the Commission to
·3··Counsel.··And what I want to reminds folks of is that you
·4··have in front of you a copy of the rules regarding
·5··intervention.··Now, what we're trying to do is, whatever
·6··the decision that the Commission makes regarding the
·7··Petition to Intervene, at the end of the hearing, one of
·8··the attorneys will be asked to prepare the order, and the
·9··order they prepare will be based upon the findings and the
10··decision that you make.··So if you look at your rules, the
11··rules set out a number of conditions or elements that
12··the -- that the petitioner, who is asking to intervene,
13··Mr. Davis, must convince the Commission of.··So based on
14··the record, you will be gleaning from the record the
15··factual findings that you make to either support or to
16··deny the Petition to Intervene.··So if -- if you feel
17··that, during the presentation, there may be pukas that you
18··want to have filled, then it would be appropriate to ask
19··the parties to address those, whatever concerns you may
20··have.
21·· · · · · ·So, again, I'll just remind folks that you have
22··in front of you the elements of the Petition to Intervene.
23··And what you will be asked to do at the end, conclusion of
24··the hearing, is to make factual findings and -- and a
25··decision.··Okay?··Any questions?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So, logistically,
·4··along with this, the intervention itself -- I guess two
·5··questions.··How long will the intervention take?··Because
·6··we have this magical date sitting out there -·7·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··You mean -·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- or does that date
·9··that -- you know, if we don't act within a certain time,
10··you know, then it automatically defers to the
11··recommendation of the Department.
12·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Well, actually, you're -- when you
13··say intervention, today -- you mean the -- the hearing
14··process, the contested case process?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Sure.··Yes.
16·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··I can't really speak to that because
17··I don't know how long, you know.··A lot will depend on
18··scheduling.··Well, of course we're assuming that -- your
19··question, I think, assumes that the Petition to Intervene
20··is granted.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.
22·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··What that would do is it will
23··trigger the mediation and contested case hearing portion
24··of it.··And I cannot speak for that.··But I would urge the
25··Commissioners not to mix up the issues.··In other words,
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·1··not let those back end concerns affect your decision today
·2··because the Petition to Intervene should stand or fall on
·3··its own merit.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··So if I could,
·5··then -- no, but it says that part of the merits are that
·6··the admission of additional parties will render the
·7··proceedings inefficient or unmanageable.··So -- and that's
·8··why, because I don't know how long, you know, that process
·9··will take.··If that takes us into January, then does
10··that -- that trigger date of December 28th or something,
11··does that -- is there a stay on that timeline or -- or -12··because, suddenly, that affect -13·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··You know, I -14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··That does affect my
15··opinion.··If you're following my logic here, is if this
16··takes us beyond December 28th -17·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··You know, Commissioner -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- does that change
19··anything?
20·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Commissioner, my interpretation of
21··what you just quoted, render it, you know, inefficient,
22··probably implies to the number of intervenors.··In other
23··words, there are so many parties.··Like, for example, at
24··the contested case hearing for the 30-meter telescope,
25··there are over 20 parties.··At some point, the number of
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·1··parties to the case may render the -- the proceedings
·2··inefficient or unmanageable just simply because it's too
·3··many bodies in the room, too many -- you know, it just
·4··takes too long.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I guess -- yeah.··Hold on a second.
·7··Corp Counsel, I think what Commissioner Carnicelli's kind
·8··of asking is, is there a deadline regarding the mediation
·9··process if we do grant -- if this -10·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Michele.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay, Deputy.
12·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··If the intervention is
13··granted, the first step would be for the parties to see if
14··mediation can resolve their issues.··And if mediation can
15··resolve the issues, then it would come back to the
16··Commission sooner rather than later.··If mediation does
17··not result in resolution, then the contested case
18··proceeding would continue.··And the timing of that can
19··vary.··As Corp Counsel said, it depends on scheduling.··It
20··can take as little as several weeks, it can take quite a
21··few months.
22·· · · · · ·In terms of the -- the deadline that you're
23··concerned about, if intervention were to be granted, then
24··that date would be put on hold.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··It's really, from my understanding,
·2··out of this Commission's hands in terms of -·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Yeah.··I just
·4··didn't want there to be a situation to where it goes to
·5··mediation or -- and then suddenly we bump up against that
·6··date and go, "Oops."··So I just didn't want there to be an
·7··oops.··I just -- I get that if there's a stay on that
·8··date, then we can just -- I don't have to worry about that
·9··aspect of it.··Okay.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's good.··Okay.··Questions from
11··the Commission for the parties?
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I have a question.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, Commissioner Canto.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I think this is for Mr. -15··this is for Mr. Davis' representative.··What was his name?
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Naiditch.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Mr. Naiditch.··I guess
18··you -- would you please?
19·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Sure.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··One of the last things that
21··you mentioned as you took your seat, you made mention
22··this, you said you don't believe that none of us have all
23··the facts that we need to have.··Do you want to elaborate
24··on that?··That left me thinking, so I'm not quite sure
25··what you meant.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. NAIDITCH:··Okay.··Well, to me, this is a
·2··somewhat complicated factual issue, this particular
·3··matter.··It's not a simple factual issue.··My experience
·4··in court is that simple factual issues take some time to
·5··develop in an orderly process.··If you have a situation
·6··where you limit testimony of people to three minutes and
·7··many of those people aren't skilled as witnesses, they're
·8··community members, and they're not expected to be, and
·9··they're not coming in with documents and showing documents
10··and saying, look, this is true and correct or attesting to
11··documents, you may not -- you will very rarely have all
12··the facts that you need to make an intelligent decision.
13··That's what a court process does, is it ferrets out the
14··relevant facts.··And then the trier of fact, the judge or
15··a jury, makes a decision.··The same thing in an
16··administrative proceeding where you have administrative
17··officer assigned to handle a contested case hearing.··He
18··will make -- find -- deliberate specific written findings
19··of facts and conclusions of law based on what's given to
20··him in this proceeding, and then he will make that
21··recommendation to you.··And then you folks will decide
22··whether to accept it or go on a different path.
23·· · · · · ·So my point is it's, I feel -- I mean, I wasn't
24··here for the previous testimony, but I don't think it
25··would be possible in this kind of factual situation for
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·1··you folks to have all the facts in front of you.··I think
·2··that could be fully developed in an intervention.
·3·· · · · · ·And I just want to allay your issue about
·4··timing.··We have no intent to delay anything here.··If
·5··there's a deadline, and I'm not sure there is one, we will
·6··meet the deadline.··We will handle this expeditiously.··My
·7··client has no interest in delaying the ultimate
·8··determination by your group.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Thank you.··Thank you,
10··Chair.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, if there are no other
12··questions, we need to call the vote, right?··Do I need a
13··motion?··Yeah.··So do I hear a motion?
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Can I hear the
15··recommendation?
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··There is no -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··No, Deputy?
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Deputy.
19·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··The Department does not
20··make a recommendation on Petitions to Intervene.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··So we decide, basically, yay
22··or nay.
23·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··So, commissioners, your charge at
24··this point is, apparently, Chair is soliciting a motion to
25··either grant or deny, and to, also, state the reasons for
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·1··the approval or denial of the Petition to Intervene.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So I will go ahead and
·4··make a motion to deny the Petitioner.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Motion to deny the petition?
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Is there a second?
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I will second.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Second by Commissioner Canto.
10··Discussions regarding the motion?
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Sure.··I'll start.
12··What I'm having a hard time with is "distinguishable from
13··that of the general public."··That's the part that, I
14··guess, I'm having a hard time with because, as was stated,
15··it's -- he is going to be impacted.··Mr. Davis will be
16··impacted by this in one shape -- way, shape or form;
17··however, it's going to be the same as the house five -18··you know, five houses away, four houses away, seven houses
19··away, but not two miles away.··So at what point in time
20··does that -- where do you draw that line?··So now if I'm
21··saying -- if what we're really trying to say is this is
22··clearly distinguishable from that of the general public,
23··and, yet, there's not a clear line of saying, okay, it's
24··eight houses away, but it's not two houses away, but it's
25··not abutting, is that's -- that's where I guess, is -- to
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·1··me, I'm trying to -- you know, I made the motion to deny
·2··the petition is because I'm not finding that Mr. Davis is
·3··clearly distinguishable.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other discussion regarding the
·5··motion?··Commissioner Hedani.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··In addition to the
·7··petitioner for intervention not being distinguishable from
·8··the general public, it's also -·9·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··I can't hear you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··They can't hear you, Wayne.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.··The petitioner for
12··intervention is, in addition to not being distinguishable
13··from members of the general public, is also not an
14··abutting landowner to the applicant, who does not reside
15··on the landowner's property, which is another criteria for
16··intervention.··He has no property interest in the
17··applicant's property, which is also a criteria for
18··intervention.··And I believe he doesn't bring additional
19··information to the Commission that we already don't -20··that we don't already have.
21·· · · · · ·And I believe it will make the process
22··unmanageable.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Commissioner Robinson.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I was on the fence on
25··this issue until I heard the attorney speak in answering
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·1··my fellow Commissioner's question about were we -- is
·2··there facts that we don't have.··The Petitioner has been
·3··in front of this board a number of times, even though the
·4··topic wasn't up.··He has -- I think he's a pretty
·5··intelligent guy.··I think he has the capacity to send us
·6··facts, written, which we have gotten before.··So for the
·7··intervention purposes, I don't think I'm missing something
·8··here that that intervention would illuminate for us.
·9·· · · · · ·Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Seeing no more comments,
11··Deputy, can you please repeat the motion?
12·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··The motion is to deny
13··the Petition to Intervene.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Call for a vote.··All in favor of
15··the motion?
16·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Seven ayes.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No opposed, motion carries.
18··Petition to Intervene is denied.
19·· · · · · ·We're going on to the next item.··Oh, sorry.··Do
20··you want to -- Ms. Wright, can you please prepare the
21··order?
22·· · · · · ·MS. WRIGHT:··I will.··I am going to get a copy
23··of the transcript so I can make sure the findings are
24··correct.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Can you go up to the podium?
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. WRIGHT:··I'm sorry.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Oh, no.··That's okay?··That's fine.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Just go on record.
·4·· · · · · ·MS. WRIGHT:··All I was saying, I'm sorry, yes,
·5··I'll prepare the order.··And you wanted findings as well,
·6··correct?··The findings, I will get -- I am going to get a
·7··copy of the transcript, so I can do the findings and then
·8··I'll provide them.··Thank you.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.··At this point,
10··Commissioner Robinson, I guess we're requesting is quick
11··five-minute recess and we can reconvene in -- 2:55.
12·· · · · · ·(Recess, 2:48 p.m. to 2:58 p.m.)
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Maui Planning Commission is
14··called back to order.··So we're going back to the
15··application on a Special Permit, Conditional Permit for
16··Lona Ridge.··Staff Planner is Gina Flammer.
17·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Hello.··Okay.··Good afternoon,
18··Commission Member.··I'm just going to briefly outline the
19··project for you.··We have a new Commissioner, I want to
20··make sure that she has all the information that was
21··available to everybody before.
22·· · · · · ·So just to summarize, we're dealing with two
23··different permits here; we have the State Land Use
24··Commission Special Permit and the Conditional Permit.
25··It's to include weddings, wedding receptions, nonprofit
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·1··receptions, corporate receptions, workshops, et cetera.
·2·· · · · · ·So the applicant is requesting -- we're looking
·3··at four -- she's requesting up to four special events per
·4··calendar month, times from 8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m.,
·5··including the cleanup.··She's requesting to have up to 100
·6··guests.··There are on-site parking limitations, which
·7··we'll talk about in a little bit.··And no amplified music.
·8··And she states that there will be a minimum of two Lona
·9··Ridge representatives present at each event in additional
10··to a responsible person from the party.
11·· · · · · ·So as you know, you deal with a lot of these
12··State special permits, that's because the property is ag
13··zoned.··You have the final approval authority on these
14··types of permits.
15·· · · · · ·Because we're dealing with County ag property,
16··we're also dealing with a County Conditional Permit which
17··has its own criteria.··Council is the final decision-maker
18··with that.··You make the recommendation to them.
19·· · · · · ·Talking about Wailuku Heights Subdivision.
20·· · · · · ·And then I just wanted a chance just to run
21··through the photos, again, just so you can see what we're
22··talking about.··I know many of you were at the site visit.
23·· · · · · ·So we have the entrance here with the gate.
24··Then it shows you the driveway up.··That shows you where
25··all the parking is.··This is from the site visit.··You can
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·1··see the cars that were lined up.··You have the house
·2··itself; the entrance, the inside.··And then these next
·3··couple just shots are of the inside.··She's proposing to
·4··have events inside as well as outside.··Here's the back
·5··area.··There's a covered lanai area.··This is where we had
·6··the testimony that we took at the end of our site visit.
·7··Here's the lawn space out front.
·8·· · · · · ·Here is an overhead view.··You can see the
·9··neighborhood there.··Then from the property itself, as you
10··look down, this is Kulaiwi Drive right there, Pulolani is
11··right there, further off is Kuikahi that comes up.
12·· · · · · ·Okay.··So when we take a look at the permit
13··criteria, we use the information that's in the
14··application, then we send it out so specific agencies that
15··provide us with more detailed relevant information in
16··their areas of expertise.··And then we have the public
17··process, the public testimony.
18·· · · · · ·So here in the report, the staff report, are the
19··different conditions, the permit criteria for the State
20··Land Use Special Permit.··And I just want to make sure
21··that as you go through your deliberation today that you
22··tie back any of your concerns, any of your conditions or
23··anything that you -- comments that you make are tied to
24··these specific criteria.··These are the only legal
25··criteria that can be used in evaluating this project.
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·1·· · · · · ·So the first one for the State Special Permit is
·2··the use shall not be contrary to the objectives sought by
·3··Hawaii Revised Statutes 205.··That's who does the four
·4··different land classifications; Ag, Rural, Conservation,
·5··and Urban.··So for each one, they talk about those allowed
·6··uses.··Special events are not an allowed use, but, in the
·7··Ag District, they do allow them through the special permit
·8··process, but they give you these criteria.
·9·· · · · · ·So one of the major goals and objectives, it's
10··205, is the promotion and preservation of agricultural
11··lands.··So in the application, the applicant is stating
12··that most of the property is used for agriculture, it does
13··have an implemented County Farm Plan, and that the special
14··circumstances, how it meets the objectives, is that the
15··farm loss, almost $35,000 in 2014, needs to be subsidized
16··through other activities.··The wood production takes many
17··years to -- before it produces income.··And some of the
18··research projects and the cultural activities will
19··probably never produce any income.
20·· · · · · ·Now, if you take a look at the agency comments,
21··the Hawaii Department of Agriculture, now, they stated
22··that if it were not for the applicant, it's unlikely that
23··there would be any ag activity, it's poorly suited with a
24··steep terrain, poor soil quality, it's near a residential
25··development; however, even given this, they had
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·1··significant reservations that special events could become
·2··the primary use instead of just being the accessory use.
·3··They're concerned that the events don't have any
·4··relationship to agriculture.··And they were concerned
·5··about a deferred income agricultural operation, that it
·6··could set a low bar for future applications.
·7·· · · · · ·The State Office of Planning, I think
·8··Mr. Naiditch went over those concerns as well.··There's
·9··concern about visitor-oriented uses on ag land and how
10··that could make it more difficult for farmers to obtain
11··agriculturally-zoned lands and use them for agriculture.
12·· · · · · ·And then in public testimony, again, you know,
13··there's two sides to every issue.··There was support from
14··the native nursery talking about the economic and
15··cultural, educational value of what she's doing up there,
16··and then support from the Hawaii Agricultural Research
17··Center.··The opposition stated, in testimony, the
18··applicant didn't purchase the property with the intention
19··of doing agriculture, so she doesn't meet that promoting
20··the goals and objectives of 205, and that 48 events is too
21··many to be an ag accessory use supporting the farming.
22·· · · · · ·Now, when you look at the -- the specific -- the
23··next criteria, Number 2, the desired use would not
24··adversely affect surrounding properties.··We deal with
25··this all the time.··I know you folks see a lot of these
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·1··permits.··If you read this one, the applicant states that
·2··the impacts will be minimal, therefore there won't be any
·3··adverse affects surrounding the property.··And you can see
·4··what limitations that she is offering.
·5·· · · · · ·Agency comments:··The State Office of Planning
·6··did express concern about traffic and noise.··And they did
·7··express concern, again, about the nonagricultural uses
·8··that could make it more difficult to obtain ag land.··And
·9··that's a negative effect.
10·· · · · · ·And then testimony came.··The noise, we had
11··three different neighbors from two properties citing that
12··they can already hear noise, so they will hear, they will
13··be negatively affected.··There was road safety that we
14··heard, traffic from guests and ancillary staff that would
15··be servicing the weddings.··Lower property values.
16··Increased potential for crime.
17·· · · · · ·The third one, use would not unreasonably burden
18··public agencies to provide roads and streets.··Well, you
19··normally look to our agencies for that; the Police
20··Department, the Department of Public Works.··They did not
21··provide any comments on this.··I did hear a little bit of
22··testimony about concern with traffic causing more road
23··maintenance.
24·· · · · · ·The fourth one, unusual conditions of trends
25··have arisen since the District Boundaries were
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·1··established.··Well, they were established over 50 years
·2··ago.··A lot has sure changed since then.··And you know
·3··that better than anybody.
·4·· · · · · ·And then the fifth one, that the land itself is
·5··not suited -- is unsuited for the use, for the
·6··agricultural uses.··And most of the property is already
·7··planted in agriculture.··The areas where it is not is
·8··there's a house, you can't really do farming when there's
·9··an actual structure on the land, and then the other area,
10··it's only 1.25, is used as front lawn area.
11·· · · · · ·So when we look at conditional permits, the
12··criteria -- it's in your Staff Report, Pages 5 through 7,
13··like it is in every single one of them, the Conditional
14··Permit has its own criteria.··Not quite as clear, the way
15··they spell it out, but it does state specifically there
16··that there needs to be reasons justifying the request, the
17··use cannot be significantly detrimental to the public
18··interest, very similar to negatively affecting surrounding
19··properties, and it needs to be in harmony in which the
20··area is located.··And then the Conditional Permit can be
21··subject to conditions and terms as you see fit in order
22··for it to meet these criteria.
23·· · · · · ·So when we take a look at the reasons justifying
24··the granting of a Conditional Permit, now, the application
25··states her property is unique because it does provide
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·1··security and privacy unlike other properties available on
·2··Maui, and that the proceeds of the events are needed to
·3··subsidize her farming activities.··Again, the Hawaii
·4··Department of Agriculture had some concerns about the -·5··the primary use of the property, about a deferred income
·6··type of agricultural use.··And then testimony, we did hear
·7··that there are plenty of other wedding venues in Wailuku,
·8··and that could take away business from those venues.
·9·· · · · · ·In terms of looking at the public interest,
10··convenience and welfare, the applicant again states that
11··the use is minimal, therefore it will not be detrimental.
12··Again, we didn't have any agency comments that spoke to
13··that with the exception of the State Office of Planning,
14··looking at traffic and noise, and the neighbors, again,
15··stating that that is detrimental, traffic and noise, for
16··them.
17·· · · · · ·The use shall be in harmony in which the area it
18··is located.··So I did look up harmony.··It wasn't in the
19··legal dictionary, but it's in the regular dictionary.
20··Area in which it is to be located.··Well, we've already
21··had a discussion about that.··What is the area, is it -22··is it Maui, the island of Maui, is it the neighborhood, is
23··it the street?··That's something for you to determine and
24··maybe speak to on the record.
25·· · · · · ·So the applicant states that, by limiting the
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·1··events, the use will be in harmony and that special events
·2··benefit the entire Maui community.··So it's the larger
·3··community in her case that she's looking at.
·4·· · · · · ·Again, the agency comments, we had the State
·5··Office of Planning that was concerned about the traffic
·6··and noise impacts to neighbors.··And as you know from
·7··sitting through August 23rd, there was a lot of opposition
·8··testimony.
·9·· · · · · ·You saw the map that was up here, submitted as
10··testimony today.··There's 178 lots in opposition as shown
11··on that map.··We've had almost about 200 letters of
12··protest.··And we had 42 neighbors testify in protest on
13··August 23rd.··Now, on the flip side, we had 326 letters of
14··support for this project, 20 of them were neighbors.··We
15··had five petitions of community support, and then 27
16··people came out that day, on August 23rd, to testify for
17··the project, in support.
18·· · · · · ·I did want to remind you, special events is not
19··new to you, as we talk about mango season, this seems to
20··be the -- the permit that we're seeing a lot of these
21··days.··You've seen three in the past year and-a-half, 18
22··months.··Dragon Fruit Farm was the first.··That was
23··reviewed by you in March 2015.··That has already been
24··approved by the County Council.··It's made it through the
25··whole process.··Haiku Mill you've just reviewed this
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·1··March.··It's on its way to Council now.··And then Baldwin
·2··House you just reviewed a couple months ago.··And that's
·3··on its way to Corp Counsel for an ordinance to be written
·4··and then it goes to the County Council.
·5·· · · · · ·And just a quick reminder, this is what has been
·6··approved by you folks so far.··For Dragon Fruit Farm, you
·7··had two events a month for up to 50 guests.··We did have
·8··support letters as well as protest letters, and people,
·9··neighbors did come out and protest for that.··Haiku Mill,
10··you recommended one event a week with up to 200 guests.
11··There were a lot of support letters, 211, a lot of
12··neighbor support, and no protest letters.··I think we had
13··two neighbors -- no, no neighbors came to that, for Haiku
14··Mill.··For Baldwin House, which we just heard in June, you
15··folks recommended one event a week with up to 200 guests.
16··There were three neighbor letters of support, one
17··community support, and a couple protest letters.··And then
18··we did have two different neighbors that came up citing
19··protests.
20·· · · · · ·So just to make it easy, I'm going to just tell
21··you what our Department recommendation is and then turn it
22··over to our Deputy Director to explain a little further.
23·· · · · · ·When you have testimony of this magnitude, it's
24··important that the Department take a closer look after
25··hearing everything.··We've talked about before how the
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·1··Staff Report comes out before all the -- the public
·2··testimony comes in.··And then even the day of the hearing,
·3··there was a lot of public testimony to take into
·4··consideration.··So our Director took all that into
·5··consideration with the intent that, you know, he's trying
·6··to create harmony and -- and meet these legal conditions.
·7·· · · · · ·The Department is recommending that -- 48 guests
·8··per event.··It's based upon the limited parking that's
·9··available on-site for the applicant.··About 24 cars, I
10··think, could park easily at the site visit.··No shuttle
11··service.··And then the Department is recommending that we
12··limit the events to two per month.
13·· · · · · ·So with that, I'm going to turn it over to our
14··Deputy Director to explain.··And then we'll let the
15··applicant have a few words.··Did you want to wait until
16··the end, Michele, or you want to go ahead now?
17·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Thanks, Gina.
18··Actually, I really don't have all that much to add.··We
19··did -- Gina and did I review this with the Director before
20··Gina put this revised presentation together.··And the
21··Director's feeling was that, early on, when the applicant
22··was just conducting farm tours, there didn't seem to be
23··much concern with that.··So his feeling was to reduce the
24··scope down to one that was comparable when just farm tours
25··were being given.··And it's also based on his observation
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·1··of what he believes could be accommodated on the site in
·2··terms of parking.··So he feels that 24 cars can be well
·3··accommodated on the site.··And with two people per car,
·4··that would be a maximum of 48 people.
·5·· · · · · ·That's really the only additional background I
·6··can give to the revised recommendation.··Thank you.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Deputy.··Yeah, go ahead.
·8·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Good afternoon.··Thank you for
·9··going through all of this.
10·· · · · · ·I just wanted to share with you -11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Can you -12·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I'm sorry.··Leona Rocha Wilson,
13··Lona Ridge.
14·· · · · · ·I just wanted to share with you some of the
15··history that I've been through with -16·· · · · · ·UNIDENTIFIED SPEAKER:··We've heard it before.
17·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I'm sorry?
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Could I have order in the audience,
19··please?··Let's be respectful, let the -- let her talk,
20··don't interrupt her.
21·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I was -- I was trying to say that I
22··have made every effort to work with the neighbors.··And
23··I've taken -- and I understand their concern, I really do.
24··And -- and so I've made every effort to address those
25··concerns, one of which is noise.
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·1·· · · · · ·And, yes, we just testified that there will be
·2··no amplified music at all, but I needed to verify some of
·3··the statements made by neighbors about the concern of
·4··noise.··So I had a respected science teacher, Mr. Ed
·5··Ginoza, and had him up to the house.··And I said, "Ed,
·6··would you help me mitigate, help me try to see how I can
·7··maybe reduce any sounds, if there were any sounds that
·8··would be offensive to the neighbors."··And he came to the
·9··property, he said, "Leona, the distance from the
10··neighbors" -- because we're quite a distance away from the
11··nearest neighbors, our driveway is 200 yards, that he said
12··the distance with the neighbors, the time of the day where
13··sound does make a difference, and the trees that we have
14··on the property, that should be buffering the -- and
15··mitigate some of the noise.··I also questioned a sound
16··expert, Kamikaze Electronics, about noise.··And he
17··confirmed that many issues such as distance, location of
18··noise, shrubbery, et cetera, can mitigate sounds.··So I
19··was looking to see how I could mitigate some of the
20··noises, if they -- if, in fact, there were to -- to
21··address their concern.
22·· · · · · ·One of the concern was -- somebody mentioned
23··something about drones.··And since many videographers use
24··drones today, I questioned two drone users, Mr. Scott
25··Johnson and Mr. Chris Cabotage, about the noise level of
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·1··drones.··Both Mr. Johnson and Mr. Cabbage -- Cabotage
·2··quoted noise as being swarm of bees, sounds like a swarm
·3··of bees going up, or a small weed-eater.··He said that new
·4··drones are very quiet.
·5·· · · · · ·And I asked my neighbor, Rebecca Armarto, who
·6··testified last -- 23rd or whenever it was, I asked her if
·7··she would try to listen.··I did a test.··We had
·8··Mr. Cabotage come there and do a test to see if Rebecca
·9··could hear it.··And she said, "I had to go outside."··Not
10··in the house, she couldn't hear anything.··She had to go
11··outside to the driveway.··And she said it did sound like a
12··little sound of -- of bees.··But nothing -- which I
13··thought was interesting, because Mr. Cabotage says that it
14··would be the sound of a small weed-eater.··And he said
15··motorcycles would disturb the community much more than
16··drones.
17·· · · · · ·Alcohol, major concern.··And I appreciate that.
18··Wanting to know how other venues -- you know, I was just
19··looking around to see -- because this is new for me, so I
20··was looking to see how other venues address the
21··consumption of alcohol.··I spoke with Haiku Mill, you
22··probably remember her, Sylvia Kerr.··And I asked her what
23··her policy was with regard to alcohol.··And she said she
24··hires a company called Garnish, Inc., and they provide
25··licensed bartenders, and the company is fully insured.
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·1··Their licensed bartenders are trained to handle guests
·2··consuming alcohol whom they suspect have had enough to
·3··drink.··And the Department of Liquor Control also has
·4··specific rules on this.
·5·· · · · · ·I then asked some wedding planners, the Bliss
·6··boys and Melissa Padilla, how other venues handled the
·7··serving of hard alcohol.··And she said they said they do
·8··not serve alcohol prior to the ceremony.··Another thing
·9··that they don't do is they do not serve shooters.
10·· · · · · ·So that being said, Lona Ridge, I will hire
11··licensed bartenders in the event that hard alcohol is
12··served.
13·· · · · · ·Traffic and parking:··All parking will be on
14··cite.··Carpooling will always be requested in
15··consideration of our neighbors and their concern for
16··traffic.··And in the event that we do not have adequate
17··parking for an event -- I know she mentioned no shuttling,
18··but I will just tell you what I did.··I went to the
19··college and I spoke with Lui Hokoana, and asked him -20··because what I'm looking to do is to have more local
21··events there for the local families.··And because we are
22··so centrally located, I -- I asked Lui at the college
23··could I use his parking lot so that I could -- the local
24··kids could park, the local people for the local events
25··could park at the college and shuttle up to Lona Ridge.
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·1··And he said, "Of course, by all means."··So I have that
·2··option for shuttling.
·3·· · · · · ·One other thing.··They've talked about big
·4··buses, the neighbors -- one or two of the neighbors have
·5··talked about large buses.··Well, if you've seen my
·6··driveway, you know that large buses cannot make it up
·7··there.··We do not permit it.··What we do permit is smaller
·8··passenger vans which can accommodate the driveway.
·9·· · · · · ·Fire prevention, that was also mentioned.··And
10··one of the concerns of the neighbors was fire safety.··I
11··did call Maui County Fire Department and the public safety
12··and requested an inspection.··Inspector Ryan Otsubo
13··arrived at Lona Ridge with an associate.··And these were
14··his comments with regard to the concern for fire from the
15··neighbors, since Lona Ridge has a sprinkler system
16··throughout the house -- every room has a sprinkler system.
17··And at that point, he said, "If you have a sprinkler
18··system in your home, the Department does not require a
19··fire truck access."··And he said, "If needed, though, the
20··Fire Department has a small truck which they can deploy."
21··So it was not an issue.
22·· · · · · ·While he was there, he also checked into the
23··water controls just to see if we were in compliance.··And,
24··indeed, we were in compliance.··He also noted the fact
25··that Lona Ridge had to undergo a fire inspection prior to
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·1··receiving the Certificate of Occupancy.
·2·· · · · · ·Security:··We will request a guest list from the
·3··booking party.··Two Members of Lona Ridge will be in
·4··attendance during the event.··We will also require someone
·5··from the booking party, either a wedding planner or an
·6··assigned person, to monitor their guests.
·7·· · · · · ·I hope that -- that this history and -- and what
·8··I've experienced, and what you have all listened to, I
·9··hope that this will show that, since starting this
10··application, I really, really did try to listen to the
11··neighbors and see if I could mitigate some of the issues.
12··I had meetings with previous boards which were agreeable
13··to working with me.
14·· · · · · ·Jay Higgins, the former president of Wailuku
15··Heights Association, forward a letter, you all received
16··it, received a letter stating just that.··However, when
17··Hal Davis became president, things really went bad.
18··Example:··I had eight hours of formal mediation with Hal
19··and his board with no results.··We have had mediation on
20··things that I've been fined for.··Having chickens, wild
21··chickens, on my property, and I got fined for it.
22·· · · · · ·I had -- I got tours that were canceled.··Kaunoa
23··was going to have seniors come up to Lona Ridge for free.
24·· · · · · ·She's saying, "No."
25·· · · · · ·There was a lunch that I had nothing to do with,
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·1··that they were going to stop at Lona Ridge, do a tour and
·2··then go and have lunch.··And I was going to work with them
·3··to give them this tour.··Someone called and canceled
·4··Kaunoa.··Kaunoa canceled their trip.
·5·· · · · · ·Subsequent to that, about 10 of the other ladies
·6··called me and said, "Can I come up, anyway?"··And I did
·7··have them there.
·8·· · · · · ·One other question that I -- that is -- is -·9··comes up all the time is my CC&Rs.··And as for the CC&Rs,
10··Lona Ridge is agriculturally zoned, which has been stated,
11··which has -- which was created in 2004.··HS Chapter 205
12··prohibits the imposition of -- prevents me from
13··agricultural lands, which, incidentally, is not 171, which
14··is no longer a Wailuku Heights lot.··And the CC&Rs
15··therefore, based on that, is not applicable to me.
16·· · · · · ·Commissioners, it's my concern, and certainly
17··it's my hope, I should say this, that -- that you
18··recognize that I have made every effort and will continue
19··to make every effort to listening to my neighbors.··I was
20··born and raised here.··I intend to be a good neighbor.
21·· · · · · ·Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You have a presentation?··Okay.
23·· · · · · ·I'm going to open the floor for public
24··testimony.··Anyone wish to testify on this agenda item can
25··come forward.··So you have five -- three minutes.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Okay.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please identify yourself.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··My name is Alan Unemori.··My
·4··father, Warren Unemori, designed the Wailuku Heights Unit
·5··1 and Unit 2 extension.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Hello, Alan.··Aloha.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··My aunt, Kay Abdul, she was the
·8··developer of this project.··It was approved -- Unit 1 was
·9··approved in 1980.
10·· · · · · ·This is just the title sheet showing the
11··signatures and the date of the various agencies, including
12··Public Works, Water.
13·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Mr. Unemori, please use
14··the microphone.
15·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Oh, sorry.··This was followed in
16··1982 with the extension Unit 2.··And, again, this document
17··has the approval signatures, that date, that's
18··construction.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··We believe you.
20·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··In any case, July 31st, 1982 was
21··the dedication date for Wailuku Heights Unit 1.··Because
22··my father and my aunt were two ends of this project, they
23··wanted to design the best project at the time up at that
24··location.
25·· · · · · ·And what I wanted to do is impress upon you the
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·1··quietness of the area.··On weeknights or weekends, we can
·2··hear -- if the A&B Amphitheater at the MACC has an
·3··activity, we can hear it.··In the daytime, when the
·4··ambient background noise is higher than at night, of
·5··course, we can hear the jets taking off from Kahului
·6··Airport.··And that's five or six miles away.
·7·· · · · · ·At the last testimonial, I had a graphic that
·8··showed that all the -- most of Wailuku Heights residences
·9··are within a radius of 2,000 feet.··By contrast, the MACC
10··is 17,260 feet away, which means that everyone in Wailuku
11··Heights is eight and-a-half times closer to what is going
12··to be ground zero, in my terms, as opposed to the distance
13··from the MACC, from which you can see it.
14·· · · · · ·So I created this other graphic that shows the
15··distances involved.··This is just to hit home the point
16··that noise is an issue.··We're not talking about drones.
17··Noise will be an issue.
18·· · · · · ·And if you grant this project the special permit
19··that it is seeking, you are going to turn this very quiet
20··upscale residential subdivision that my father and my aunt
21··developed into a three-ring circus.
22·· · · · · ·Thank you.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.··Alan, you
24··have a question.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Alan, I got a question
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·1··for you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Sure.··Sorry.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··When your father and
·4··auntie -·5·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Abdul.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··When they -- when they
·7··designed this, did they make it a gated community and/or
·8··private roads?
·9·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··No.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Thank you.
11·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··It's all public roads.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It's a question for the
14··testifier.
15·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Oh.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, Alan, you're not done yet.
17·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··I thought you were done.··Sorry.
18··What's that?
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··At the time the
20··subdivision was done -21·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Yeah.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- the representation was
23··that the land around it was going to be in conservation in
24··perpetuity?
25·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Yeah, that's what the impression
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·1··was, but it turns out that that was not entirely true.
·2··Because, of course, that property just above Wailuku
·3··Heights is now owned by Lona Ridge.··And the line for
·4··conservation is actually back of that.··The same is true
·5··where I live, which is on Polulani Drive, my back yard is
·6··adjacent to an ironwood forest, but part of that is
·7··privately owned by a company on the mainland, we found
·8··out.··And the way we found out is one of our new neighbors
·9··started razing the entire forest behind his lot illegally.
10··That's how we tracked that the owner was a private
11··company.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So at the time the
13··subdivision was sold -14·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Yeah.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- the people that bought
16··into the subdivision were misled that it was conservation
17··property?
18·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··Yeah.··That's what -- that was our
19··impression as well because that's where the forest line
20··stopped.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Alan, I am going to use you, as an
22··example here, mentioned, and this is common to all the
23··audience member out there, you mentioned three-ring
24··circus.··We have a very specific process here.··I am
25··trying to keep order.··So, again, I wanted to remind
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·1··anybody else in the audience to not make this into a
·2··three-ring circus and screaming out.··Thank you.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. UNEMORI:··All right.··Any more questions?
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Next testifier, please.
·5·· · · · · ·MS. SERENO:··My name is Noreen Sereno.··I live
·6··at 532 Kulaiwi Drive.··And I just like to say that I
·7··strongly oppose this project, and I agree with all the
·8··comments from all the testifiers who have come before me.
·9·· · · · · ·And I just wanted to call your attention again
10··to traffic matters, alcohol, safety, noise.··It's like if
11··you're at -- in the Alps and some -- and they yodel, it
12··will carry.··I don't care what anybody says.··It carries.
13·· · · · · ·In our neighborhood, I can hear the drag race, I
14··can hear planes take off, I can hear the MACC, I can hear
15··functions at the Tropical Plantation.··And that's okay.··I
16··mean, they're far enough away.
17·· · · · · ·In addition to that, I just want to remind all
18··of you that we have other venues.··In Central Maui, there
19··is Maui Nui Botanical Garden that is sponsored by the
20··County of Maui, which has over 100 native plants, which
21··offer free tours.··They have a full-on botanist.··They -22··they give tours to kids, veterans, seniors, anybody.
23··Plenty parking.··Also, Bailey House Museum, Maui Tropical
24··Plantation, Kahili Golf Course offers all of the same -25··better, better stuff.
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·1·· · · · · ·The only benefit, I think, that her property
·2··gives anybody outside of herself is the view.··Nothing
·3··else.
·4·· · · · · ·I hope that you guys will be really thoughtful
·5··of all of our concerns, which you show on the map there,
·6··of the homeowners who live in this -- in this area.
·7·· · · · · ·Unfortunately, you know, we're all trying to be
·8··politically correct.··And I just want to say how really
·9··upset and angry I am that one person's needs can take the
10··precedence, maybe, of all of the whole community.··That is
11··just incredible to me.··I can't believe that we're even
12··here.
13·· · · · · ·Thank you.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else?
15·· · · · · ·MR. CORELLA:··Good afternoon again.··My name is
16··Al Corella, and I live in Wailuku Heights.··You know, I am
17··just as angry as this lady that just testified.
18·· · · · · ·I have pride in homeownership.··I love my house.
19··And I bought there because I wanted a quiet community.
20·· · · · · ·And we've heard from Mrs. Wilson as to all the
21··experts she's queried and all the sound testing she's
22··done.··And where's the data?··You know, all we've heard is
23··from her.··Where's the data to support all this
24··informations that she has allegedly done?
25·· · · · · ·So I ask you, Ladies and Gentlemen, if you were
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·1··in my position, as a homeowner that bought into a quiet
·2··area, where I expected to live in a comfortable and useful
·3··manner, wouldn't you want to be extended the same respect
·4··as a homeowner where we have a established CC&Rs and where
·5··the intrusion of government would subject those CC&Rs and
·6··negate them?
·7·· · · · · ·So I ask you -- the only person that this
·8··conditional use -- Conditional Use Permit will benefit is
·9··Leona Wilson.··No one else.··It will only line her
10··pockets, and destroy our pockets because the property
11··values will be decreased and we will be subjected to the
12··tyranny of government.··And I ask you to be just in your
13··evaluations.
14·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··I probably shouldn't be speaking
15··right now because I'm so angry.··The image that
16··Mrs. Wilson portrays -17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Your name.
18·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··Susan Grubbs.
19·· · · · · ·First off, about the noise.··I have a copy of a
20··letter that's dated July 29th, 2015, from the -- a Paul -21··I don't know how to pronounce the last name -22··H-A-A-K-E -- Captain, Fire Prevention Bureau, County of
23··Maui, in which he states, "Open flame or pyrotechnic
24··effects are proposed.··Note, the use of pyrotechnic
25··effects require review and approval."··She is asking for
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·1··pyrotechnics.··How does she plan to stop the noise to the
·2··neighborhood with pyrotechnics?
·3·· · · · · ·Second, her chickens.··Wild chickens?··I believe
·4··there was an article in the newspaper where she says that
·5··she did rescue chickens from the Maui Humane Society and
·6··that one of the articles in the Honolulu Star Advertiser
·7··includes pictures of the chickens which were for effect.
·8··They're her -- they were -- they're not wild chickens.
·9·· · · · · ·Mrs. Wilson, who is so concerned about her
10··neighbors, stood up in front of a homeowner association
11··annual meeting, in 2016, and stated that she would file
12··suit against the homeowners association if she doesn't get
13··her way and cost the owners hundreds of thousand dollars
14··in legal fees.··And make it so that -15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Ma'am, can you stick to the facts
16··regarding the application?··Thank you.
17·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··Well, this is facts.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, that's more a personal
19··matter.
20·· · · · · ·MS. GRUBBS:··I'm trying to -- to show you what
21··the true image of this person is.··You don't go and -- and
22··threaten people and tell them that they're going to charge
23··them hundreds of thousands of dollars to -- to -- I'm
24··sorry -- to -- to save their homes that they've invested
25··in their life savings.··This is not a nice person we're
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·1··dealing with.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. BERROGA CRONKITE:··Good afternoon, Maui
·4··Planning Commissioners.··My name is Norma Berroga.··And I
·5··would like to say that I totally support the application
·6··of Ms. Leona Rocha Wilson.
·7·· · · · · ·I believe in the -- the County government
·8··process, where they put you folks in this positions.··And
·9··there are conditions that you can impose on the
10··application for the Special Use Permit.
11·· · · · · ·And I know, I personally know, Ms. Wilson.··She
12··is not the person that they're trying to portray in this
13··forum.··And that's unfortunate.
14·· · · · · ·So I would like to again -- I -- I trust in the
15··process.··I was once there.··And I really admire your -16··the decision-making process that you have done so far.··So
17··please support Ms. Wilson.··And please don't take emotions
18··to override our rational decision-making.
19·· · · · · ·Thank you very much.
20·· · · · · ·MS. FUNG:··Okay.··My name is Myrna Hota Fung.··I
21··am a homeowner in Wailuku Heights II.··I'm, also, a part
22··owner of a property that belonged to my mother in the old
23··Wailuku Heights.
24·· · · · · ·The thing is that I really do support Hal Davis
25··and his efforts of what he's been doing.··I been attending
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·1··the meetings, the annual meetings that have gone on with
·2··Wailuku Heights II.··The only time it was really over full
·3··with residents over there was the time that Mrs. Wilson
·4··came in and was telling us about her idea of turning
·5··into -- a commercial venue into her home lot.
·6·· · · · · ·I recall -- and I brought it with me.··I kept
·7··this newspaper article from The Maui News.··Leona Wilson
·8··is quoted as saying the cost of running it is humongous,
·9··meaning her land.··Okay.··Well, does that mean we, the
10··rest of the residents who live over there, are going to
11··have to pay for her cost so that she can go on?··What
12··about our own pieces of property?··You know, we are all
13··going to be affected by things that are going on in this
14··very quiet neighborhood.
15·· · · · · ·It is true that, oftentimes, in the quiet of the
16··night, I can hear the drag races going on.··My sister is a
17··drag racer.··And she asks, "Who is complaining about our
18··drag racing," the noise going up to our place.··Well,
19··okay, I can hear it.··I can hear a lot of events going on
20··at the MACC.··So I feel like I don't have to go down there
21··to even pay, you know, a ticket.
22·· · · · · ·The other thing is she says that she grows many
23··native Hawaiian plants.··In my efforts to live up there, I
24··have a huge property, also, and I've been trying to be a
25··good -- I guess trying to keep the aina as good as
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·1··possible.··I try to go and get plants from the Maui Nui
·2··Botanical place and I also plant those in my yard.··I have
·3··ohia lehua.··I have many native Hawaiian plants in my back
·4··yard.··I cut them down as requested by our association.
·5··And I, also, don't charge anybody to come to my house,
·6··okay, to see them.··Anybody can come up to my house and
·7··they can come and see those plants.··And people have
·8··stopped by to look at my ohia lehua because they find it
·9··so unusual for it to be growing in my front yard like
10··that.
11·· · · · · ·The other thing is I recently went to the kupuna
12··luncheon at -- that was held in Wailea.··And the keynote
13··speaker was Mayor Alan Arakawa.
14·· · · · · ·MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
15·· · · · · ·MS. FUNG:··And I wrote down his words because he
16··said, "We have to be very careful who we put in power
17··because we wanna keep Maui as Maui.··We don't want to have
18··the big city mentality."
19·· · · · · ·And I say to you, my plead is that you keep
20··Wailuku Wailuku.··I have a history of being -21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·MS. FUNG:··-- here in Wailuku, also.··That's the
23··end?··Shucks.··Okay.
24·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Good afternoon.··I'm Lester Yano, I'm
25··the President of Wailuku Heights II Homeowners
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·1··Association.··And, yes, I'm back again.
·2·· · · · · ·You know, you've heard a lot of testimony about
·3··the various noise, traffic, safety impacts, but I was
·4··hoping that I could shed some light on emotional
·5··disruption on our community.··I've been the President
·6··since April of this year.··And I can personally tell you
·7··how much trauma it is causing in our neighborhood.
·8·· · · · · ·And to understand some of that, maybe we can
·9··look back at how we got to this point.··You know, Wailuku
10··Heights II -- you've heard of Wailuku Heights, about how
11··it's supposed to be a community of good neighbors, quiet,
12··a nice tranquil environment.··And, you know, the
13··homeowners were able to live this lifestyle for many
14··years.··And then, in 2005, the applicant purchased her
15··property that's above Wailuku Heights and bought one of
16··the -- included in that was one of the lots in Wailuku
17··Heights II that starts at the driveway to her property.
18··And, unfortunately, at that time, the applicant wrote to
19··the association and said, you know, we just want to be
20··good neighbors, we're quiet people, we just want to build
21··our house and a small house for our staff.
22·· · · · · ·But what happened to the community is that, for
23··four years -- you know, you've been out to Lona Ridge.
24··You see what it looks like now, beautiful place.··And
25··you've also seen what the ridge on the other side of Lona
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·1··Ridge looks like in its pristine condition.··The people in
·2··the neighborhood had to endure four years of construction,
·3··clearing off that mountainside, thousands of trucks going
·4··up and down Kulaiwi, construction, noise, dust,
·5··vibrations.··And then for four years of that, imagine
·6··having to live through that.
·7·· · · · · ·And then just when it seems that the
·8··neighborhood is going to be quiet again, the applicant
·9··announced that she would like to turn her place into a
10··tourist destination.
11·· · · · · ·So I hope you can understand, you know, people
12··just want their quiet neighborhood back.··And that's why
13··there's so much emotional trauma involved in this.
14·· · · · · ·And I can personally attest, you know, examples
15··of what's been happening in our neighborhood.··As you've
16··heard, our homeowners meetings, at the last three
17··homeowners meetings, the dominant topic has been Lona
18··Ridge.··Things have become so difficult that the board had
19··to hire a parliamentarian to come in and run the meeting
20··and try to maintain order, you know.··And I don't think
21··either side, opponents or proponents, can claim the high
22··road.
23·· · · · · ·You've heard both sides accuse the other side of
24··calling out names, vulgar gestures.··Unfortunately, one
25··board member resigned because she was in favor of Lona
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·1··Ridge and she was -·2·· · · · · ·MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Received personal threats.··I myself
·4··has been harassed, threatened, called names by both sides,
·5··you know.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please conclude, Lester.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Okay.··We urge you to try to restore
·8··harmony to the community.··We urge you to consider not
·9··only the traffic, noise, safety impacts, but the impact to
10··the community, as well as, you know, the CC&Rs that
11··prohibit certain activities.··And we ask you to deny the
12··permit, because, otherwise, the only people who will
13··benefit will be the lawyers who will be fighting this
14··later on.
15·· · · · · ·Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Commissioner
17··Carnicelli.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I can only imagine all
19··the emotional homeowners meetings you guys must have.··My
20··question is, you talked of four years of trucks going up
21··and down and up and down and up and down.··In those four
22··years of trucks going up and down and up and down, are you
23··aware of any accidents on -- because, I mean, everybody -24··there's a lot of testimony about the steepness of the
25··drive -- of that particular street, the curve, the kids
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·1··walking, dogs walking, you know, cars parked on the side
·2··of the road.··Are you personally aware of any accidents
·3··that have happened in those four years of trucks going up
·4··and down?
·5·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Well, two -- two things.··I'm not
·6··aware of any accidents.··You've heard a lot of testimony
·7··about the vibrations and the dust and everything, but,
·8··also, construction took place during the day.··A lot of
·9··people walk during that street at night.··And that's when
10··the trucks are not going down there, but that's when these
11··events will be ending, with the addition of alcohol.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Mr. Yano, I sympathize
14··with your being the Association President for Wailuku
15··Heights II.··I know how it feels.
16·· · · · · ·You're aware that the CC&Rs for Wailuku Heights
17··II does not apply to Lona Ridge's property?
18·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··I don't think that's a true
19··statement.··As I testified last time, if you look at the
20··deed to the property to Lona Ridge, it's just -- it
21··explicitly states that the CC&Rs do apply and it
22··explicitly includes a promise by the purchaser that they
23··will abide by the CC&Rs of Wailuku Heights II.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I think what you're
25··referring to is the CC&Rs that applied to Lot 144.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Yes -·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Which is -·3·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··-- that portion.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Which is the driveway
·5··portion that leads to her property.··Her property -·6·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Okay.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- does not -- it's not a
·8··part of Wailuku Heights II.··So it's not a part of Wailuku
·9··Heights II's CC&Rs.
10·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Well -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··The CC&Rs cover the four
12··corners of the former Lot 144 that is now her driveway.
13··So the only portion of your CC&Rs that apply is to her
14··driveway.
15·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Okay.··I'll answer it this way.
16··First of all, as I said, lawyers are going to get rich
17··because I think, in order to determine that, that is a
18··legal question about what impact it has.··Because the
19··other thing you need -- I think you need to look at is,
20··okay, you have this business, the only way to get to that
21··business is through this property.··And even if you agree
22··that that's the only piece of land that's the subject of
23··the CC&Rs, you cannot have a commercial venture without
24··getting -- going through this property that says you
25··cannot have the commercial activity.··It's part and parcel
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·1··of the commercial activity.··That's, you know, my
·2··layperson's view, but I think this is something that a
·3··lawyer will need to -- or a judge will have to decide.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Okay.··You've heard what
·5··the Department's recommendation was relative to the
·6··application.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··Yes.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Cutting the number of
·9··people from 100 down to 48, and cutting the number of
10··events from four per month to two per month.··So,
11··essentially, the impact of the application at this point,
12··if the Commission were to agree with the Department's
13··recommendation, would be one-quarter of the impact that
14··was being applied for.··Does the association have a
15··position on that at this point?
16·· · · · · ·MR. YANO:··No, they do not.··You know, that's
17··something that's new.··And as you know, being the
18··president of a homeowners association, you're one person,
19··we have a board, the board makes the determination.··You
20··try to incorporate the views of your community into that
21··decision, but, ultimately, the board, using its
22··reasonableness, its judgment, will have to make the
23··decision.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anyone else wish to testify
25··at this point?··Thank you, Lester.
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Good afternoon.··Hal Davis, 516
·2··Kulaiwi Drive.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Good afternoon.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··I am the fly in Mrs. Wilson's
·5··ointment.··That she said in her testimony today, that
·6··things were cruising along nicely until I became
·7··president, and then it's not so good.··The only reason
·8··it's not so good is because I take the position of what is
·9··right and fair for my neighbors.
10·· · · · · ·I've heard a lot of stuff at the last meeting
11··and now at this one.··I've watched the Commission turn a
12··blind eye and a deaf ear to the Hawaii Office of Planning,
13··that -- and I believe that really says it all.
14·· · · · · ·That letter from them is very, very, very
15··damming to Mrs. Wilson's cause.··It says the property she
16··bought isn't worth farming on, but, yet, her LLC decided
17··to make that investment.
18·· · · · · ·Now that they've made that investment into a
19··white elephant, they want to go, oh, I lost money, look at
20··my tax return, I've lost $34,906 in 2014, so we can't make
21··a go of it as a tree farm because we don't come to
22··fruition for 20 years.··Again, a business decision by an
23··LLC.··Now she wants to have a subsidy, from Ms. Flammer,
24··as she said, to subsidize her losses on the backs of the
25··people of Wailuku Heights.
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·1·· · · · · ·In 1988, as Alan said, the 130 homes were built.
·2··These 130 homes were designed for residents.··And 80
·3··percent, 80 percent-plus of the people that live there now
·4··want to stay as a residence, not as a commercial,
·5··industrial department.
·6·· · · · · ·You see, I've been involved in this since 2012.
·7··And it's very, very, very, very taxing.··The -- I said to
·8··myself, in 2012, well, why doesn't Mrs. Wilson just apply
·9··for an SUP/SEP, like we're doing now.··It didn't make
10··sense.··That's the only vehicle she has to make money up
11··there, but she didn't do it.
12·· · · · · ·And as I said in front of the last Commission,
13··that I did some research.··Mr. Hedani come on in 2012.
14··Got her boyfriend on in 2014.··Got her nephew on in 2015.
15··Then Mr. Medeiros, unfortunately, he passed away, he's on
16··in 2015, I believe, also.··Well, now we have four people
17··in my pocket out of the nine.··I think it's time to go for
18··a SUP/SEP.
19·· · · · · ·Now, maybe I'm paranoid -20·· · · · · ·MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
21·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Three minutes, but I was told by the
22··Commission at our last meeting that I would have my chance
23··to speak.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No.··Actually, this is the public
25··testimony, so you get three minutes just like everybody
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·1··else.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··But last time, I said -- she got
·3··21 -- 24 minutes, I got three.··Let me have my say.··It's
·4··my rights.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No, no.··Actually, you're not a
·6··applicant.··She's the applicant.··So -·7·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Well, here's the bus -- here's the
·8··bus, the mini bus, the little teeny vans that come up and
·9··down the street.··That's just one of the medium size.
10··I've had the ones from Roberts, they've been up there,
11··couldn't -- had to park in the cul-de-sac.
12·· · · · · ·So once again, you turn a blind eye and a deaf
13··ear to -- for the Office of -- from Hawaii that says, hey,
14··she shouldn't do it, it changes the -- the use of the
15··land, it's not ag anymore, now it's a commercial venue.
16·· · · · · ·If we get it to be a commercial venue, we can
17··sell it to the Four Seasons or the Grand Wailea, you know.
18··That's what it's all about.··That's really the bottom
19··line.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I'm going to give you a chance,
21··Hal.··I have a question regarding your comment you made.
22··This is a letter that your legal passed out from the
23··Office of Planning.
24·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Correct.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And all the Commissioners have a
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·1··copy of it.··You're referring to -- it's on Number 2,
·2··you're referring to her land as not suited for
·3··agriculture.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Okay.··I believe, as I understand
·5··it, there's A through E, her land is an E.··It means it
·6··will only grow weeds.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, actually -·8·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··No one would actually buy it to make
·9··a farm out of it.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You might want to read what the
11··letter says.··It says they're classified prime
12··agricultural lands, but agricultural lands have importance
13··to the State of Hawaii AO -- AOLISH system.··So that's
14··what it says on this letter.
15·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··On that particular one.··There's
16··another letter that says it's A through E, and she's an E.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, it does say E, but it also
18··says it's classified prime agriculture land.
19·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Well, the bottom line is this:··80
20··percent of the people that live in that neighborhood you
21··want to disrupt for one person's gain.··Don't do that to
22··them.··Don't do that to 'em.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other questions?··Thank you.
24·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other testifiers?
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··After you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Ladies first.··After you.
·3·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Hello.··My name is Jaine Nava.··I'm
·4··within 500 feet from -- I mean Kulaiwi Drive.
·5·· · · · · ·Okay.··We, the Wailuku Heights residents, see
·6··two standards; one for the powerful and
·7··politically-connected, and the other one for us regular
·8··ordinary citizens.
·9·· · · · · ·This is a critical opportunity for the Maui
10··Planning committee to show and exercise justice equally
11··and deny Lona Ridge -- justice equally, and deny Lona
12··Ridge permit.
13·· · · · · ·This is an established residential neighborhood,
14··not a mixed zoning one.
15·· · · · · ·Please listen.
16·· · · · · ·And -- and you were talking about noise, Leona.
17··In August, I was sitting in my lanai.
18·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Address the Commission.
19·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··No.··I'm talking about noise.··Okay.
20·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Address the Commissioner.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, you need to address the
22··Commission.
23·· · · · · ·MS. NAVA:··Okay.··So, in August, I was in my
24··lanai, writing a letter, and I heard voices.··I didn't
25··know where it was coming from.··I turn around.··And I'm
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·1··about four houses from where her house is.··She has some
·2··kind of -- that was Sunday, so I don't know what she was
·3··doing.··She was having some kind of people, she was -·4··there's probably about four people, but all I could hear
·5··is her voice.··And I'm about four houses down from her
·6··house.··And I thought my neighbor was talking.··So -- and
·7··it was just her talking.
·8·· · · · · ·So for the noise, she's talking about, you know,
·9··it's not going to bother us.··Yes it's going to bother us.
10··The noise, the traffic, the music, everything.
11·· · · · · ·So that's all I'm saying.··Thank you.
12·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Hi.··I'm Albert Hahn, 745 Ulaula Way.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Hello, Albert.
14·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Hi.··How are you?
15·· · · · · ·I wanted to just remind everybody that this -16··this -- if you approve this, it will be the only venue
17··that has its access through a residential community.··You
18··know, all those other ones that were on there, their
19··access is not through residential communities.··It's all
20··through commercial districts.
21·· · · · · ·15 percent slope, you know, I know you were
22··talking about that.··You know, I'm sure if we liquored the
23··guys up at night, I'm sure we would have a lot more
24··accidents, you know, but if it was during the day, people
25··are -- you know, people know that they have to be careful
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·1··in that neighborhood.··But you do weddings and such like
·2··that, you know, people are going to take some liberties
·3··and -- and I think it's going to be a lot dangerous.··I
·4··don't think -- I don't know if you have an argument with
·5··that, but I think any -- any parties that you have like
·6··that in a neighborhood with 15 percent slope, with
·7··drinking involved, I think we're gonna have problems.
·8·· · · · · ·I wanted to also highlight that -- that, you
·9··know, the County Code, the Maui County Zoning Code says
10··harmony.··I mean, obviously, with all the negative
11··emotions that are I've heard today, it's -- it's not gonna
12··be harmonious with this community.··So I -- I wanted to
13··urge you to just enforce the Code, enforce the Maui County
14··Code, and while the State Land Use Special Use Permit says
15··not adversely affect surrounding properties.
16·· · · · · ·And -- and state agencies, like Gina quoted,
17··they say things, they express concern, they -- they -18··what are the -- significant reservations.··Let me -- let
19··me put that -- that's codeword for proceed at your own
20··peril.··I -- I think -- I'm a County engineer and -- and I
21··deal with a lot of state agencies.··And what they -- they
22··always say that.··You know what, they mean CYA, cover your
23··own butt.··Right?··That -- to me, that means shift the
24··liability to the County, shift the liability to you folks.
25·· · · · · ·If there's an accident on -- on Kulaiwi, if one
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·1··of our children die on Kulaiwi from a drunk driver, from
·2··that party, I want to ask you this, what -- what
·3··repercussion does that family have?··Will they be suing
·4··the County?··And will they have grounds to say, hey, why
·5··do we even have a Special Use Permit granted to this
·6··person.
·7·· · · · · ·And the deepest pockets are going to be the
·8··County.··And who's -- you know, that's going to be our
·9··decision here -- or, I mean -- excuse me -- your -- your,
10··the Commissioners', decisions here.··And I think the State
11··has done a wonderful job in shifting that liability to us.
12··You know, we're -- we're gonna be the -- the -- I always
13··say, as an employee of the County of Maui, we always have
14··a bulls-eye on our back.··You know, anything happens, you
15··know, they're going to go for the deepest pockets.··So -16·· · · · · ·MS. TAKAYAMA-CORDEN:··Three minutes.
17·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··I just want to ask -- add one thing.
18··If you do want to grant this Special Use Permit, I request
19··that -- that you put a condition on it saying no alcohol.
20·· · · · · ·Thank you.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani, question for
22··the testifier.··Question of -- yes, come on back, you got
23··some questions.··Commissioner Hedani.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Mr. Nava -25·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Excuse me?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Mr. Hahn -·2·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··You can call me Albert.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yeah.
·4·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Thank you.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Of the 300 homes in the
·6··Wailuku Heights subdivision, I and II, do any of the homes
·7··have a prohibition on alcohol?
·8·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··I think that's a silly question, but
·9··I'll answer it.··No.··And -- and I'm not talking about a
10··prohibition about -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I can get as drunk as I
12··want -13·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Can I answer the -14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- on my property?
15·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··-- question, please?··Excuse me?
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I can get as drunk as I
17··want on my own property.
18·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··I'm sorry.··What?
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··As I can get as drunk as I
20··want on my own property.
21·· · · · · ·MR. HAHN:··Absolutely.··But let me answer your
22··question -- let me finish answering your question.··Yes,
23··there is no prohibition of alcohol, but I'm just talking
24··about for the special use.
25·· · · · · ·Now, if you folks would grant me a Special Use
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·1··Permit, you know what, I'll start having parties for
·2··profit on my property as well.··And you know what?··You
·3··know, everybody -- you know, everybody stay inside your
·4··house 'cause -- so -- I'm just -·5·· · · · · ·I think it's silly.··We're not talking about the
·6··same thing.··You know, there's parties at -- at your house
·7··for your personal.··If -- if I had a party at my house,
·8··you can't stop that.··I understand the Planning Commission
·9··cannot stop that.··That's -- that's above and beyond your
10··authority, but a Special Use Permit is not.··So if you're
11··talking -- we're talking about parties for profit here.
12··There's -- I think there's a distinct difference between
13··parties at your house, a Super Bowl party, or -- and
14··parties for profit where I'm gonna say, you know what, I'm
15··gonna have a wedding or I'm gonna have a corporate event.
16··Well, weddings, in my mind, are the worst, you know.··How
17··many -- how many fathers of the bride do you see slurring
18··on the -- but I think that's -- that's the distinction I
19··want to make, you know.··Resident -- no more -20··residential, of course, absolutely.··I -- you can drink in
21··your own house.··I'm not going to stop you from drinking
22··at your own house.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli, you have a
24··question, too?
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No.··Thanks.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you, Albert.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Good afternoon.··I'm Helen
·3··McArthur.··I have been a homeowner and in residence in
·4··Wailuku Heights for the last 18 years.··We have owned
·5··property in Wailuku Heights prior to our retirement for 25
·6··years.··So I'm pretty much aware.··We used to go up there
·7··when we lived somewhere else and stayed on our lot and
·8··look out.
·9·· · · · · ·I have not -- I -- I testified a little bit the
10··last time.··And I've -- and this is getting into a very
11··personal thing, which is very un-Maui-like to me.
12·· · · · · ·I'm watching these proceedings today.··And for
13··some reason, I think the homeowners are on trial and you
14··guys are making these decisions.··We're the taxpayers.
15··We're the guys who hire the mayors and the -- you know,
16··and all of us.··And I'm thinking why are we, you know,
17··in -- in a defensive mode when so many of our neighbors
18··are totally in opposition to this proposal.
19·· · · · · ·I've known Leona.··We sold her her property at
20··Wailea.··And I, actually, was not going to get up here and
21··testify against her, but I have -- before we even proceed,
22··I have one question from a procedural standpoint.
23·· · · · · ·At the last meeting, Mr. Hedani, I thought,
24··recused himself from the proceedings because he was
25··president of the Wailuku Homeowners Association I.··And
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·1··did I misunderstand the meeting last time?
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··This -- you should be giving
·3··testimony to the Commission.··And this is not a question
·4··you should be asking any one particular Commissioner.
·5·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··No.··Well, I'm sorry.··I'm just a
·6··taxpayer.··What do I know?··Yeah.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··If Commissioner Hedani wants to
·8··answer, that's his prerogative.··Commissioner Hedani.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Well, he made a statement at the
10··last meeting.··So I want to know what it was he recused
11··himself for.··And maybe I forgot.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Just for clarification, you're
13··testifying against an agenda item that's -14·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Okay.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··-- for a Special Use Permit.··This
16··is now outside of that.
17·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··I can't see the difference, but
18··go ahead.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Helen, just for your
20··information, at the very first meeting that we had on Lona
21··Ridge, Mr. Davis had filed an action against me, dragged
22··me before the Board of Ethics, because he felt I had
23··signed a petition in favor -- I take that back -- not
24··objecting to the -- the application.··He considered that
25··to be a conflict of interest.··The Board of Ethics decided
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·1··that it was not a conflict of interest, I had no financial
·2··gain, I didn't know the applicant, I didn't have a
·3··conversation with the applicant, and I was free to make my
·4··own decision as to whether or not I participate in the
·5··discussions.
·6·· · · · · ·In an overabundance of caution, in the first
·7··meeting, I decided to recuse myself from voting on this
·8··item because I did not want the Commission to be tainted
·9··by my vote.··As an overcautious step, I decided to recuse
10··myself.
11·· · · · · ·In subsequent meetings, Mr. Davis dragged my
12··name back through the mud in front of this Commission,
13··accusing me of things that were inappropriate.··And
14··because of that -- because of being dragged back into the
15··discussions, at the end of the last meeting that we had on
16··this item, I decided that I would not recuse myself from
17··voting and that I would participate in discussion and that
18··I would vote.
19·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Okay.··I misunderstood your
20··comments the last -21·· · · · · ·MR. DAVIS:··Why don't you tell them what you
22··did, Mr. Hedani?
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Order.
24·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Okay.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And one more thing here.··You had
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·1··mentioned -- I just want to make a comment; I don't expect
·2··any response from you.··We're not putting anyone here on
·3··trial.··And I think it's pretty disgusting to me that I
·4··have to keep order -- trying this hard to keep order here
·5··on multiple occasions.··So the conduct of a lot of the
·6··homeowners out there is what's causing this circus to
·7··occur.··So I just want to make that note, and ask everyone
·8··to please be courteous, respectful and follow the order
·9··here.
10·· · · · · ·MS. McARTHUR:··Well I've only been to two
11··meetings.··This is the second one.
12·· · · · · ·I only want to say one thing.··And as I said,
13··I've known Mrs. Wilson for a long time.··And when I asked
14··her why she was selling her Wailea property, she said -15··and this was her response, and she can correct me if -16··variations, she said because where she was living in
17··Wailea was people who were coming and going and part-time
18··residents, and she wanted to live in a real neighborhood.
19··Well, she has caused so much concern in our neighborhood
20··that it's not the neighborhood it was before she moved in.
21··So that's all I want to say.
22·· · · · · ·Aloha.··Vote wisely.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Anyone else wish to testify at this
24··point?
25·· · · · · ·MR. WONG:··Again, my name is Gary Wong.··I spoke
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·1··at the previous meeting.
·2·· · · · · ·I guess I needed to clarify some things as far
·3··as, maybe, drones.··Now, if I wanted to get pictures of
·4··someone who is very important, I would probably not be -·5··I would actually park probably at the top of Kulaiwi and
·6··so would other people who were trying to get pictures that
·7··might be worth tens of thousands of dollars for, let's
·8··say, an important wedding.··And the people who would hear
·9··the drones, of course, is where you're launching, from the
10··top of Kulaiwi.··That would be the best launch point.
11··Although, you might be able to do it from Kuikahi if
12··you're a skilled operator.··But, anyway, that's one point
13··I wanted to clarify.
14·· · · · · ·The next thing, about the fires.··I'm not
15··concerned about the fire in the house per se.··My concern
16··was the fire around the ridge itself.··In other words, if
17··the ridge has only one entrance or exit, it becomes a
18··deathtrap for people trying to exit.··It's good that
19··they're concerning limiting it to 48 people without
20··shuttle buses.··You imagine we had 100 people shuttled up
21··there and there was a need to evacuate 100 people, and the
22··shuttle buses are not there, they're at MCC.··And you
23··think, okay, what do we do, do we run down the slope, do
24··we jump off the mountain.··And it's like what do we do.··I
25··mean, and we have two Lona Ridge representatives on-site
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·1··and maybe one from the party itself.··Three people are
·2··going to try and direct 50 to 100 people to evacuate
·3··possibly in the dark.··What would they do?··Would they
·4··just run themselves?··I don't have any answers.
·5·· · · · · ·And liability.··If we had 100 people, I would
·6··hope to have at least $100 million in insurance, $1
·7··million per person or per life lost.
·8·· · · · · ·That's all I have to say.
·9·· · · · · ·Any questions?··No.··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Public testimony is now
11··closed.··We're going to recess for five minutes and come
12··back with Commissioner's questions.
13·· · · · · ·(Recess, 4:11 p.m. to 4:20 p.m.)
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay, Maui Planning Commission is
15··called back to order.··Before we go to questions from the
16··Commission, there is a question regarding disclosure of
17··conflict.··Corp Counsel.
18·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Thank you, Mr. Chair.··You know,
19··Mr. Chair, it appears that there's been an issue raised as
20··to whether Commissioner Hudson may have a conflict.··And I
21··do know that the Board of Ethics has opined already
22··that -- the Board found that there was no -- that
23··Commissioner Hudson had no financial interest; however,
24··the Board advised the Commissioner to look at the -- the
25··Planning Commission's own rules regarding disclosures of
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·1··conflict.··So we're doing that now.··We're looking at
·2··12-201-25.
·3·· · · · · ·Commissioner Hudson, do you have any disclosure
·4··to make regarding any financial interest you may have in
·5··the application?
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Thank you, Counsel.··Thank
·7··you, Chair.
·8·· · · · · ·As mentioned in a previous meeting, I said that
·9··I am related to the applicant.··I'm her half second
10··cousin.··I have no financial interest in her.··And I don't
11··believe she has any financial interest in me.··I will be
12··voting.··I will not recuse myself based upon the merits of
13··the case, and after reviewing the -- our administrative
14··reviews from the Planning Department as directed by the
15··Ethics Commission three times.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Commissioner Hudson.
17·· · · · · ·Okay.··Open up, questions from the Commission.
18··Commissioner Hedani.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··This is for the applicant.
20··And the question is, does the recommendations that the -21··that -- the Planning Department is making on reducing the
22··total number of guests as well as the frequency of events,
23··is that acceptable to you?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
25·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Leona Wilson.··I asked for 104
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·1··times.··I'm more than happy to abide by what you tell us.
·2··Again, I'll go back to the fact that I am trying to work
·3··with the local community.··And the reason I selected 100,
·4··so many of the families, the local families, if you have
·5··30 or 40 in immediate family, it -- it would take me up to
·6··75 just for immediate families.··And what I don't really
·7··want to specialize in -- and the smaller the group gets,
·8··it becomes destination weddings.··And I'm trying to stay
·9··away from that.··So my desire would be to have 75 -- well,
10··compromise and say 100-75, I think that would work for me,
11··if it would work for you.
12·· · · · · ·And I would -- the frequency, if we could do
13··it -- perhaps, instead of per month, because events are so
14··clustered, if you will, that maybe if I could get three
15··events or -- was it 34 or so a year, can we just do it
16··that way instead of, you know, four a month or -- or
17··whatever?··So I really -- if I want to accomplish my goal,
18··which is with the local girls and -- and companies,
19··corporations, whoever that would want to come up to Lona
20··Ridge to celebrate an event, 75 would be great.··And if I
21··could get three -- how many is three a month?··Three times
22··12 is 36.··Is it 36, 36 a year?··Just do 36 or 34 a year
23··and just let me work it through that.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Gosh, I don't even
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·1··know where to start.··Leona, I appreciate all the effort
·2··that you've put into this.··There's a lot of things going
·3··on for me in regards to your application.
·4·· · · · · ·One of the things that, you know, can't be
·5··missed is the division in the neighborhood, but one of the
·6··other things that I can't miss is that it seemed like all
·7··of the testimony outside of -- I can't recall anyone
·8··outside the neighborhood in our community against it.··The
·9··only people against it are in the neighborhood.··And so,
10··you know, I mean, it's just like, okay, people of Maui
11··want it, but people of Wailuku Heights don't.
12·· · · · · ·So the fact that there's no -- that it's a
13··residential street only to get to your -- you know, to get
14··to your residence, that, to me, is a big factor, I think.
15··You know, the fact that, you know, you can't just drive on
16··Baldwin Avenue and get to it.
17·· · · · · ·So I think that there's going to have -- for me
18··to be able to, you know, approve this, there's going to
19··have to be a lot of mitigating conditions to your permit.
20··So I'm going to kind of just sort of throw out some of my
21··ideas to kind of just sort of see where you're going with
22··this.
23·· · · · · ·You know, the one gentleman said no alcohol at
24··all.··I recall your -- in the testimony, the lady that's
25··your event planner, I can't remember her name -- she's
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·1··sitting right there -- she said your actual vision for
·2··this at one point in time was to do weddings only and the
·3··receptions were someplace else.··So if we said no alcohol,
·4··is that okay?
·5·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Oh, I would have a hard time
·6··with -- really, can I -- can I address it seriously
·7··because -·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Sure.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··What happens is if -- if they have
10··the ceremony there, they would -- which I've had with,
11··let's say, my niece that got married, I would have -- they
12··would have to come back into the house and have either
13··champagne or wine, no hard alcohol.··There's no reason for
14··me to serve hard alcohol, but certainly wine and beer.··It
15··would -- it would be -- and champagne would be suitable
16··for, I think, the events.··And if I were to restrict
17··myself from that, it might -- I don't know that -- that it
18··would work for what the -- you know, the event that I'm
19··looking for.··It's a celebration.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I understand.
21·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yeah.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I mean, I -23·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··And, you know, a lot of people -24··if you really look at it, there are -- there are a lot of
25··people that don't even drink, you know, that they'll -CSR Maui
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·1··they'll take -- they'll have the toast, they'll have the
·2··champagne and they'll toast it.··And you go to any event,
·3··you know that that's what happens.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And that's true.··I
·5··mean, there's people at weddings that don't drink -·6·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yeah.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- and then there's
·8··people at weddings that get country drunk, too.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Well, not -- can I -10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So I'm just saying,
11··that's just reality.··I'm going to go to a couple of the
12··other questions that I had.··As far as, you know, numbers
13··of people and then this shuttle, you know, situation, of
14··course, drinking and driving at night, you know, through a
15··neighborhood.··I had an idea.··Like what if there's no
16··driving up there, it's all shuttle, period, that's it?
17··Like there's no nobody driving out of there.··We're going
18··to serve alcohol, then it's nothing but shuttle in,
19··shuttle out.··Now we don't have to worry about drinking
20··and driving through the neighborhood.
21·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I don't have an answer for that
22··one.··I -- maybe we can do it this way, if it's -- if
23··it's -- if it's possible.··Beer and wine, but if they're
24··going to serve hard alcohol, then they have to have the
25··shuttle.··Could we do that?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Well, this isn't -·2··it's not a negotiation, necessarily.
·3·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No, I know.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I'm just trying -- I'm
·5··just trying to get your -- your sort of thoughts on this.
·6··Ultimately, you know, my idea is whether I try to make
·7··them a condition thereof, you know, and -·8·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yeah.··I don't -- I don't have an
·9··answer for you.··I'm sorry.··It's just that it's a
10··celebration.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··One thing that
12··we have put a condition on, you know, recently, is just no
13··pyrotechnics.··That's going to be a no-brainer for me.··I
14··think, at the last meeting, we talked about you hosting a
15··meeting for the association.··I don't know if that would
16··be a good idea with the tenor of -- of the neighborhood,
17··but I think that it might be a nice gesture, you know.
18··Count all the silverware or something like that, you know.
19··Obviously, no amplified music would be another one, that
20··that's kind of a no-brainer for me.
21·· · · · · ·But, anyway, I think that that's -- that's the
22··end of my questions at this point.··Thanks, Chair.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Hudson.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Good afternoon.··Good
25··afternoon.
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Hi.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··There's a couple things I
·3··would like added into your contract when you sign with the
·4··applicants.··I have problems with drones and helicopter
·5··flyovers.··You have no control over paparazzi and the rest
·6··of that, but you do have control over your guests.··And
·7··you can tell your guest no drones or helicopter flyovers.
·8··You cannot control the general public.··If we could, then
·9··the Royal Family would still have one more princess.··Can
10··you do that?
11·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Can I restrict -12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Can you put that in your
13··contract, saying no drones or helicopter flyovers, so you
14··can control your people?
15·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Drones used by the videographer, is
16··that what you're saying?··That -- I don't know why I
17··couldn't -- I couldn't do that.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Okay.
19·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I don't -- I don't know that I have
20··a problem with that.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Okay.
22·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··And helicopters -23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Again, some people will
24··hire a helicopter.··So you just say, hey, for my guests,
25··these are my rules, you can't do this.
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Again, you know -- again, I'm -·2··I'm really looking for -- for the locals.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Next item, drug use, I
·4··want that in the contract.··Any illegal drug use, you're
·5··immediately removed from the property.··And illegal drug
·6··use doesn't necessarily only mean illegal drugs.··It means
·7··illegal use of prescription drugs.··Like if I have a
·8··script and I give a pill to Lawrence, that's -·9·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Sure.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··-- illegal.··Any drug use,
11··they're out.
12·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Exactly.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Okay.
14·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Well, can I make a point on that?
15··I think it's really important.··I live there.··I live in
16··that house, so I'm very, very careful and cautious about
17··who -- and these are my guests, so -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I understand that, but I
19··would like it down in black and white.
20·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Got it.··No problem.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Next item, Chair?
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Please.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··There's an awful lot of
24··talk about DUI.··There's an awful lot of concern.··And you
25··were just saying that you live there, you are the resident
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·1··there.··I want to make it abundantly clear for the record,
·2··you are aware of the ramifications of overservice more so
·3··than anybody else, yes?
·4·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Thank you.··One last item?
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Go for it.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I have a very big issue
·8··with pyrotechnics.··Are there pyrotechnics -·9·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No.··Never talked about it.··Never
10··even -- haven't even thought about it.··No.··The answer is
11··no.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Okay.··For further
13··clarification, not even firecrackers.
14·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Not even.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Thank you.··Thank you.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Commissioner Hudson.
17··Commissioner Hedani.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Leona, one of the ways
19··that you can mitigate sound -- sound travels -20·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- within the subdivision.
22··At night, the sound travels from the top of the mountain
23··going down because the wind -24·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··The wind.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- comes from the top of
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·1··the mountain coming down.··One of the ways that you could
·2··mitigate that is through planting.··And I notice that
·3··right along -- right along the edge of your property, as
·4··it overlooks the subdivision, there's no hedge.··And the
·5··hedge would solve two things, actually.··It would mitigate
·6··sound, to some degree, depending on the type of the hedge.
·7··And you control the heights so you're not impacting the
·8··views.··And the other thing that it would do is it would
·9··serve as a safety barrier for the people that were
10··concerned about school children being up there.
11·· · · · · ·When my kids were young, they hiked up to your
12··property without permission.··It wasn't your property at
13··the time.··This is 37 years ago -- or 30 years ago.··And
14··their idea of recreation was to jump off the top of the
15··property onto the red slope that's going down the hill.
16··So it's not that dangerous, they survived.··Barely
17··survived, but they survived.
18·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··But I'm thinking that the
20··hedge would prevent people from falling over the edge as
21··well as mitigate sound, to some degree.
22·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··To address that, what -- when I
23··talked with Ed Ginoza, we talked about -- see, my trees
24··are still relatively young.··And so what we're hoping -25··not hoping, I know will happen, and that is the trees will
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·1··grow a little bit taller around the edges so that it will
·2··mitigate the sound.··We did discuss it, as to how to -·3··what to expect.··And certainly I can put more native
·4··trees, you know, closer to -- to that edge and have it
·5··grow up so that it will prevent the noise or mitigate some
·6··of the noise.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Aloha.··First off, I
·9··like to say that I have a lot of aloha for Mr. Higashi.
10··And this is a -- this is difficult because, you know, when
11··you know somebody well and you -- you trust what they're
12··for, you know, you're usually, you know, side by side with
13··them.··But -- but, Leona, after listening today, I don't
14··get the feel that you really are listening to your
15··neighbors.··I -- I know you're local.··I know you're
16··very -- you're a winner.··You are.··In life, you've won.
17··You've done that.··But sometimes, as winners, we don't
18··listen.··Sometimes us winners are so used to winning that
19··nothing in front of us stops us and we conquer every
20··conflict in front of us.··And I think that might be what's
21··happening now.
22·· · · · · ·When I walked in today -- and I've been through
23··other testimony -- and I saw that chart, that color chart,
24··I was just like, wow, talk about a divided community, you
25··know.··And we talk about when you grew up and all these
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·1··things.
·2·· · · · · ·When I grew up -- in fact, last month, I was at
·3··my house and my leaves blew four houses down.··And me and
·4··my kids got out and we handpicked the leaves four houses
·5··down.··Because that's how much aloha we have for our
·6··neighbors.··I don't even know who lives in the house four
·7··houses down, but that's -- that's harmony.··That's
·8··neighbors caring about each other.
·9·· · · · · ·And I'm having a difficult time.··The -- the
10··staff recommended 50 people, they recommended two events.
11··I mean, in my mind, I'm thinking maybe one.··And for you
12··to say, "Well, I don't think I can live with that," you
13··know, I'm not sure if that's going to fit my criteria.··I
14··don't think you're hearing your neighborhood where you
15··live.
16·· · · · · ·I don't -- I don't -- I wouldn't want to drive
17··up that street and have to look straight ahead and not
18··look at my neighbors and because them giving me stink eye
19··for the rest of my life.··You know, you guys have been
20··through meetings, you guys have been through mediation.
21·· · · · · ·And, yes, the testimony from your neighbors have
22··been off-putting, to say the least.··Yes, the hyperbole in
23··this issue has been overwhelming.··From the debauchery to
24··people gonna die, it's -- it's really overwhelming.··But
25··the split neighborhood is -- you're gonna have to
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·1··recognize that.··It's not gonna stop unless we become
·2··reasonable.
·3·· · · · · ·And I think -- you know, I think the County's
·4··trying to be reasonable.··And I don't think you're
·5··listening.
·6·· · · · · ·And -- and, again, it's -- I respect everybody's
·7··kuleana.··I respect your mana`o.··But they're -- they're
·8··already telling you they're gonna appeal.··So instead
·9··of -- you know, you already lost money on your farm.··Why
10··would you want to lose more to the lawyers?··Because -11··because the -- because the prevailing party is not gonna
12··win the -- the lawyers' fees.··You guys are both gonna
13··lose.··And for you trying to gain $30,000 to help the
14··tours, which is fantastic, you're gonna be in debt
15··$50,000.
16·· · · · · ·I think -- at least my last -- I think we're
17··trying to find ways to make this somehow -- this crazy -18··the alcohol doesn't -- doesn't apply to you because -19··because you live there, but, yet, you're okay 'cause
20··you're not in the CC&Rs.··You know, it's this splitting
21··hairs conundrum that we're all trying to find a reasonable
22··solution to.
23·· · · · · ·And I'm looking to you, Leona.··I'm not looking
24··to my Commissioners to decide if the -- if the Planning
25··Department's right, if the homeowners are right or you're
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·1··right.··I'm looking for you to -- to listen and to try to
·2··come up with something that everybody can live with and -·3··and be back to having Waikapu as a -- as all pink or all
·4··blue, one color, not straight down the line.··Okay.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well said, Commissioner Robinson.
·6·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Can I address it?
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yes, please.
·8·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Oh.··My concern for the neighbors,
·9··if I can give you just one example.··We had the Upward
10··Bound children, you know, who are the first to go to
11··college.··And there were 30 of them there.··And when they
12··were outside, after a certain period, it was like a little
13··after 6:00, I'm not sure, I had them come into the house
14··because I was concerned for my neighbors.··I had them in
15··the house and closed the doors.··So I am concerned.
16·· · · · · ·Why am I doing it?··I can tell you, one, because
17··it was my husband's dream to be there and to be with
18··family.··I moved from Wailea as one of the -- as Helen
19··just said, I moved from Wailea to -- not because I wanted
20··to be necessarily in a residential area, I wanted to be
21··close to family.··I wanted to be near where my -- my
22··brothers and my sisters are.··And this gave me the
23··opportunity to do that.
24·· · · · · ·So, yes, I -- I suspect -- first of all, let
25··me -- let me add this, too.··When Jay Higgins was
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·1··president of the association, we had many meetings.··And
·2··if you read his letter, he was agreeable to two a month.
·3··He understood what was happening.
·4·· · · · · ·What is happening now is we have a core of
·5··people that have -- as Hal -- as Jay Higgins said, it's
·6··personal, it's really personal.··There are some issues
·7··with some people that is personal; the cars, the trucks
·8··going up four years.··Hey, I can understand how difficult
·9··that was, but we didn't work on Saturdays and we were
10··through at 3:00.··I was concerned for my neighbors.··And
11··it cost us because we didn't work on Saturdays.··So I
12··am -- I am concerned about my neighbors.
13·· · · · · ·Listen, I live here.··This is my home.··And,
14··yeah, am I going to go through and people are still not
15··going to like me, you know what, I -- I will -- my goal -16··my goal is to have the best life I can possibly have where
17··I am, bring my children up there, all the kids that come
18··up, my seniors and my veterans.··And I will work with the
19··neighborhood to get there.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Leona, you just -- you
22··just told me that Jay agreed to two times a month, and you
23··didn't -24·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··You didn't bend.··Wait,
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·1··wait, wait, wait.··Wait.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··I did.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Wait.··Wait.··Wait.··You
·4··came back with -- I guess that's what we're getting to, is
·5··your testimony just was I need three.··Okay.··And -- and
·6··Jay, who -- Jay, who -- who -- Jay who has been -- has
·7··been Jay, right, was agreeable to two?··I think that's
·8··fantastic, for a person to be so one-sided, agreeing to
·9··two, and you still pushing for three.
10·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No.··No.··You know what happened?
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No, no.
12·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Jay resigned.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··But starting today -14·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Oh.··All right.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Starting today, right
16··now, this is where we're at.··We're trying to resolve
17··this.··You know, I guarantee you this Commission doesn't
18··want to have another Lona Ridge meeting.··I guarantee you.
19··Okay.··But what I'm trying to say is, Lona, we're looking
20··at you, okay.··We have -- we have the -- we have the
21··County giving another stuff.··You know you already had
22··sort of feeling.··You, Leona, you have to -- if you don't
23··agree with it, then that's where the vote's going to be in
24··the -- and a judge's hand soon.··So I'm looking at you,
25··saying see if you can live with some of these conditions,
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·1··Lona.··And then, you know, I think it can start healing
·2··your neighborhood.··And you know what, you care, everybody
·3··cares.··Nobody wants to be disliked.··Or at least not -·4··most people who are likable don't want to be disliked.
·5··And -- and -- and I don't think you're that person,
·6··either.
·7·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··We were -- Jay Higgins and I and
·8··his committee, the board, we were at the point we were -·9··we were two -- two a month was -- we were close to working
10··it out, and the timeframe was close to working it out.
11··And then Jay had a problem with Hal.··And at that point,
12··he resigned and Hal then became board.··And that's
13··where -- that's why Jay left the picture at that point,
14··and why he is so supportive of me in my application.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I think the first words
17··out of her mouth when I asked the question about two per
18··month was, "I'll live with whatever the Commission
19··decides."
20·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes, I will.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And the next word was
22··"but."
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··That was -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··And -- and, Wayne, I
·2··understand 'cause we -- we are the Commission and we
·3··decide what she's going to do, but we also like to work
·4··with applicants and be in agreement, so, that way, they
·5··would follow the rules and agree to the rules ahead of
·6··time.··And usually that's a -- I mean, usually that's a
·7··easier for us to convince -- convince the harmony between
·8··applicant and Commission.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··When everybody is unhappy,
11··we know we've done our job.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other questions?··Anyone want
13··to make -- well, we have a recommendation from -- yeah.
14··Gina.··Oh, you do?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Yes.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Stephen, speak up.··Commissioner
17··Castro.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Leona -- is it on?
19·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··You -- you currently
21··use school -- you bring up students?
22·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes, I do.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··And they come up in the
24··bus?
25·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Okay.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Oh, some -- actually, let me
·3··qualify that.··Some are -- they -- they carpool.··More
·4··often than not they carpool.··Transportation is so
·5··expensive for children today, you know, to hire a
·6··professional bus, so they -- they end up carpooling to
·7··come up.··And -·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··I think -- I think you had
·9··mentioned before some of them were bussed.··And you saw
10··the picture of the bus.··That bus doesn't go up?
11·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No.··No.··Those -- that -- no.··In
12··fact, one of the neighbors took a picture of a very large
13··bus that came up years ago.··And that was children, school
14··children.··That bus cannot come up the driveway.··So all
15··the kids got out of the bus.··And there was one little
16··child that was on crutches.··And she walked the distance
17··from the bottom of the driveway to the top of the house,
18··200 yards.··That's because the bus couldn't -- couldn't
19··come up.··And we -- we told them no -- no large buses at
20··all.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··What about large vans?
22·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··No.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Passengers -24·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··The -- the largest that our
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·1··not small vans -- 11-passenger -- 11-passenger,
·2··25-passenger?
·3·· · · · · ·MS. SIMPSON:··Minibuses, 11 to 25 passengers.
·4·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yeah, 11 to 25.··Like a MEO -·5··small MEO bus.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··That will make it up
·7··there?
·8·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yeah.··Yes.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·MS. WILSON:··Yes.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.··Commissioner
12··Duvauchelle.
13·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··This is, basically, a
14··statement; it's not really a question.··I am not going to
15··support the application even with conditions because I
16··feel like the safety concerns are very real.··If you were
17··in a different location, I think you're a great person,
18··the oversight would probably be there, but all of the
19··safety issues that were expressed with the steepness of
20··the slope of the road, all of the above, I just couldn't,
21··in good conscious, support it.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Order, please.
23·· · · · · ·Any other questions from the Commission?
24·· · · · · ·Seeing none, can I have Department repeat its
25··recommendations, please?
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·1·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··I can go ahead.··We were
·2··recommending approval based upon 22 conditions.··I
·3··mentioned the changes to the conditions earlier.··I can go
·4··through the 22, you have them in front of you, it's up to
·5··you.··I hear three other proposed conditions which you can
·6··bring up during your deliberation time or during your -·7··when someone makes a motion.··Did you want me to go ahead
·8··and go through the conditions, or are you comfortable
·9··with them?
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Can you please repeat that,
11··Gina?
12·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··You want me to go through the 22?
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No.··Just the three modification.
14·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Okay.··So the Department is
15··recommending approval of 22 conditions.··We have changed
16··from which you have in writing that came to you, as was
17··shown in the slide.··So for Condition 12, where we were
18··allowing shuttle service, we are no longer recommending
19··the shuttle service be provided.··We're recommending 48
20··guests, a maximum of 48 guests, that there should be
21··adequate on-site parking to accommodate those guests.
22··Condition 14, we're recommending two events per calendar
23··month.··And then Condition 16, we're recommending that the
24··events be limited to 48 guests or participants.
25·· · · · · ·So in consideration of the foregoing, the
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·1··Department recommends the Commission adopt the
·2··Department's report and recommendation prepared for the
·3··August 23rd meeting with the changes made today, at the
·4··October 25th meeting, as your findings of fact,
·5··conclusions of law, decision and order, and authorize the
·6··Director of Planning to transmit said recommendation for
·7··the Conditional Permit to the Maui County Council.
·8·· · · · · ·And then for the State Special Use Permit, you
·9··are the approving authority for that.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Gina.··Can I have a
11··motion?··Commissioner Duvauchelle.
12·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··I'll make a motion to
13··deny the application.
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Motion by Commissioner Duvauchelle
16··to deny, seconded by Commissioner Robinson.··Discussion on
17··the motion.··Commissioner -18·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··I made the motion based
19··on the -- what I pointed out earlier, it's just the
20··concern, the safety, not only for the guests, but, also,
21··for the residents in the neighborhood, the roads, the
22··steepness of the slope of the roads, traffic, all of the
23··above.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I second the motion.··I
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·1··do feel that the planning -- the Planning Commission's
·2··reduction to 24 and 48 is a good start.··I could -- I
·3··could probably support 12 events in a calendar year.··And
·4··I would allow her to have 60 participants.··I think -- I
·5··think with the -- I think the 48 is a good number.··I do
·6··think that trying to preserve and trying to keep that
·7··going, but we need some safety.··And I think 48 people
·8··might not be enough revenue to -- to get some safety or
·9··some things in place.··I think -- I would like to think,
10··like Mrs. Wilson said, you know, 30-30.··I think that's
11··good, you know.··And I think that's something that I could
12··support.··Thank you.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You got a comment, Commissioner
14··Carnicelli?
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yeah, I'm just -- I'm
16··sorry.··You could support 12 a year, 60 people?
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Correct.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··That's kind of just
19··what you are throwing out?
20·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··Instead of by
21··month, it would be events per year.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Right.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Because, I mean -- well,
24··I don't think people are going to have weddings when it's
25··windy in January and February, but I think in the -- in
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·1··the summertime or -- or the fall, you know, they might
·2··back 'em up.··And then they might have nine months of
·3··quietness and enjoyment.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So for me, as I kind
·6··of said in my questioning of Ms. Wilson, I have all the
·7··same concerns that everybody does.··I don't think that
·8··there's, you know, anybody that wouldn't say that traffic,
·9··safety, noise, all of that are gonna be concerns.··So for
10··me to actually support the passage of something, a special
11··use permit, I like the 12 and 60 idea.··I would also put
12··in there no pyrotechnics.··I would also put in there no
13··drones, no helicopters.··'Cause it would be a great place
14··to land a helicopter.··So there's going to be no
15··helicopters.··I hate to say it, I just got married, and I
16··understand that alcohol is a part of it, but, in that
17··particular, I would have to say no alcohol.··Obviously, no
18··amplified music.··There would have to be a guest list.··So
19··to me, that -- you know, and that might make it a -- you
20··know, a deal killer for Ms. Wilson.··I don't know if it
21··does or not.··But for me to be able to support this, I
22··would have to have at least that to be able to move
23··forward.
24·· · · · · ·I think the other part that -- that I do want to
25··add, that's kind of part of this, that's a little bit
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·1··worrisome, is Commissioner Robinson kind of really went
·2··into something that I thought he -- he came from the heart
·3··in trying to share something with you.··And I'll just be
·4··direct, I thought you missed it.··You know, he was saying,
·5··you know, you're not listening, can you hear.··And you
·6··went to, well, this guy said and this.··And, you know,
·7··there wasn't an openness to going -- you know, it didn't
·8··fire, in my opinion, in just watching you right now.··So
·9··that's a little bit of my concern in the testimony that
10··you just gave.
11·· · · · · ·You know, I think you're -- you know, you come
12··across as a wonderful person, you know.··And -- and you've
13··helped a tremendous amount of people in the community.
14··And you continue to help a tremendous amount of people in
15··the community.··And I want to -- to honor that.··And my
16··experience of your neighbors has been not exactly great,
17··as yours has probably been not exactly great.··You know,
18··what I witness in your neighbors isn't the good side of
19··them.··I'm sure they have a good side, too, but I haven't
20··witnessed a good side of them here in this particular
21··venue.··So moving forward, hopefully, no matter how this
22··turns out, that can -- that can be mended, and they can
23··see the good part in you and you can see the good part in
24··them.··And we can all show that to each other.
25·· · · · · ·So without, you know, the conditions that I
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·1··threw out there, I'm going to have to support the motion
·2··to deny, unless somebody wants to, you know, say -- say
·3··that all those things that I threw out there would be
·4··agreeable as well.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Thank you, Commissioner.
·6··Commissioner Canto.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Thank you.··I've been
·8··pretty quiet.··I would like to say that given the fact
·9··that there was a lot of shouting and screaming and
10··disrespectful, you know, words going back and forth,
11··what -- what affected me made -- a comment made by one of
12··you brought up the name Jason Medeiros.··I took total
13··offense to that.··And now I'm taking it personally.··But
14··it was said and it was part of all of this collaboration.
15··I am not going to disclose at this very second how I'm
16··going to vote, if -- if that's okay with you, Chair.··I do
17··want to say that I believe in the merit of the
18··application, I believe what she's doing is good for the
19··community, the overall general community; however, I think
20··there's more work, there needs to be some sort of mending
21··within them.
22·· · · · · ·My in-laws lived on 436 South Alu, so I know
23··what it's like to -- to live there in Wailuku Heights
24··and -- and experience the quietness.··And just it's so
25··beautiful there that -- like no other.
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·1·· · · · · ·But I don't care where you live, you got to make
·2··it work, you know.··And I know that both sides worked very
·3··hard at this, there's no doubt, absolutely no doubt about
·4··it.
·5·· · · · · ·So I will render my decision in a second, but I
·6··do want to express my -- my appreciation for listening,
·7··having been able to listen to both sides.··It's not easy.
·8··And I appreciate the opportunity to sit here before you
·9··today.··Thank you.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I will not support the
12··motion to deny.··And the reasons why I won't support the
13··motion to deny is because the mitigating efforts taken by
14··the applicant, number of such events has been reduced to
15··24, all events will be monitored by two on-site personnel,
16··not a phone call away, but, actually, on site, loud noise
17··will be addressed immediately, there will be no amplified
18··noise, limiting the size of events to 50 or less, having
19··no large buses, all parking will be on site, all events
20··will end by 19:30, no noise after that, everybody gone by
21··20:00 hours.··The clear intent of this is have the gala
22··off site.
23·· · · · · ·Concerns of debauchery are ludicrous.
24··Considering that this is a residence of the applicant, the
25··very idea of debauchery deserves zero consideration.
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·1·· · · · · ·Concerns of gangs were unfounded and without
·2··substance.··The first time a gang appeared in that
·3··neighborhood, it would be met with stiff and numerous
·4··calls to 911.··The strength of this community prevents
·5··gangs from gaining a toehold much less a presence.··The
·6··simple reality is these type events do not necessarily
·7··attract gangs.
·8·· · · · · ·Concerns of drugs:··Applicants to the property
·9··will be informed that illegal drug use of any kind will
10··not be tolerated and will result in immediate removal from
11··the property.··This responsibility rests with the on-site
12··monitors.··This is more than what occurs in many private
13··residences that do not have such events.
14·· · · · · ·Drones and helicopters are prohibited.··She
15··cannot control the paparazzi, but she can control her own
16··people.
17·· · · · · ·Be wise:··Attendees will be monitored based on
18··the time when they must leave and the close observation
19··they will be under, DUIs become unlikely, but not
20··impossible, just as they are with any other residents.
21··The owner is very aware of the ramifications of
22··overservice.··And three people monitoring is way more than
23··any other party.
24·· · · · · ·The biggest concern is the makeup of the
25··neighborhood.··And that's what we heard all day long.
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·1··Makeup of the neighborhood really shouldn't change that
·2··much.··Attendees will go directly to the place and leave
·3··directly from the place.··There's no signage leading to
·4··the event.··There will be little or no impact to the
·5··neighborhood.
·6·· · · · · ·It is my opinion that the applicant has properly
·7··addressed the concerns of the neighborhood and that any
·8··impact would be insignificant.
·9·· · · · · ·The last thing I would add, though, is that
10··should, one day, it become approved, consideration should
11··be given to kamaainas for financial consideration.··Now,
12··you'll notice that that is the only thing I touched on
13··regarding financial concerns, because the merits -- the
14··application should stand on its merits or not.
15·· · · · · ·And that is my opinion.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, Commissioner Hudson.··No
17··more discussion regarding the motion?··Oh, Commissioner
18··Hedani.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I'll be opposing the
20··motion to deny.··And the reason that I have is I've heard
21··and I've seen 326 letters of support, more than we've
22··heard for probably any other application that has come
23··before the Commission to date.··We have 200 letters
24··opposed.··We had a map that was shown to us after
25··soliciting protests or soliciting opposition from members
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·1··of the subdivision, which were given one-half of the story
·2··in order to sign.··That weighs in my mind.
·3·· · · · · ·I believe that the applicant is open to the
·4··recommendations of the Department.··I think she's open to
·5··the recommendations from the Commission for controlling
·6··the impacts of what she's proposing.
·7·· · · · · ·On agricultural land, she can grow chickens, she
·8··can grow pigs.··She can do whatever she wants on
·9··agricultural lands within the agricultural provisions to
10··make money.··This has less impacts than either of those
11··things, from my perspective.··And it allows her to retain
12··her residence.
13·· · · · · ·And it allows her to continue what I heard as
14··inspiration to the young, appreciation from the old, and a
15··recognition of the contribution of people that have put
16··their lives at risk to defend our country.··These are the
17··people that testified in favor of the project.
18·· · · · · ·The people that opposed the project, what I
19··heard was the value of their homes is going down, they
20··cannot sell their property for as much as they want to get
21··for their property.··And it was, from my perspective, a
22··concentration on -- on selfishness as opposed to
23··neighborliness.
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Order.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I vote for hope and
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·1··inspiration for our young people as opposed to selfishness
·2··and greed.··And I vote for -- I vote for putting our
·3··future first as opposed to real estate speculation.··Real
·4··estate speculation, in my mind, is one step above rape and
·5··murder because it steals from our future, our children's
·6··future for a home in Maui, and it kills the dreams of
·7··another generation for affordable housing.
·8·· · · · · ·The first homes that were put in Wailuku Heights
·9··by C. Brewer, who was the developer of the subdivision,
10··came out of the chutes with a house and lot package at
11··$140,000.··That's what we started off with.··People that
12··are complaining today that they cannot sell their houses
13··for a $1,200,000 are complaining that they cannot get more
14··value out of the land than that.··And that just makes
15··housing for our residents, for my kids, to be able to
16··afford a home in Wailuku Heights impossible.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Deputy -- oh.
18·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··I have one more.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Duvauchelle.
20·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··For Deputy Director.
21··If denied today, Mrs. Wilson can reapply?··And the -- and
22··the reason I ask is because when we see this much
23··opposition, we would normally tell the applicant to go
24··back and work with the neighborhood.··If this was a
25··development or a business that was going to happen and you
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·1··had this much close-in opposition, we would probably
·2··recommend that they go back and work with the
·3··neighborhood.
·4·· · · · · ·To me, I mean, I'm taking all the emotion out of
·5··it, safety is still the issue, not the right location,
·6··it's ag, residential.··But that being said, I do think
·7··that it's hard for me -- or to think about negotiating the
·8··dates and the times and how many when I really feel like
·9··Mrs. Wilson and the -- and the neighborhood should have to
10··go back and work together to arrive at those decisions.
11··That's why I was asking if she could reapply if this was
12··denied today.
13·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yes, she could reapply.
14·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Thank you.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Unfortunately, I think
17··they tried.··And I think, after us, they're both going to
18··spend a lot of money, unfortunate.··I believe what
19··happens, Commissioner, is if we're in a hung jury all the
20··way through to December, it becomes the Planning
21··Department's recommendation.··That is -- that is not true?
22·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··That is true.··I'm
23··sorry.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··That is true, the
25··recommendation, right, the final recommendation?
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·1·· · · · · ·Commissioner Hedani, I have a lot of respect for
·2··you, sir, but I cannot value people based on whether
·3··they're for something or they're not.··Every person has a
·4··unique value.··And whether we see the best of them in a
·5··certain day, that works with them, you know, it's -- yeah,
·6··you know, we're 300 on one side and 200 on the other.··If
·7··we had three to two, and only five, it's still -- it's
·8··still somebody speaking.··And like I said, even though
·9··they were off-putting, even though they might have tried
10··to think of ways to convince us to not vote a certain way
11··and somebody says, "Oh, I'm going to lose my property
12··value," well, actually, they're going to pay less in
13··property tax.··So their property values going down is
14··actually a good thing if they want to stay in the
15··neighborhood.··But I think they were trying to get a -16··get something out of us, you know.
17·· · · · · ·And like -- like Commissioner Duvauchelle said,
18··you know, it's -- I was just trying to make it work.··I
19··don't think it's that safe.··I think the -- the chiming in
20··of trying to use only vans so you have professional
21··drivers, of hiring only, you know, professional bartenders
22··and having stuff, to me, that's all safety mitigations.
23··And I think that's something I can support, but I can't
24··support it the way it is now, with the -- with the amount
25··of events and the -- and 50 is not going to give her
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·1··enough -- enough monetary -- money to -- enough monetary
·2··profit to, I think, get proper security and proper things
·3··for people.
·4·· · · · · ·Thank you.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Before we have Deputy repeat the
·6··motion, Corp Counsel.
·7·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Members, because these Special Use
·8··Permit applications are reviewed pursuant to Chapter
·9··19.510.070 -- it's correct, right, the citation?
10·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yes.
11·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Chapter .070 regarding special use
12··permits sets out eight criteria.··And if you approve the
13··Special Use Permit, you must find that the application
14··meets all eight criteria.··If you deny the permit, you
15··must find that the application does not meet at least one
16··of the criteria.··So in -- when you're thinking about your
17··final decision today, I do ask that the Commission make
18··specific findings that the -- as to whether the
19··application meets the criteria in the law.
20·· · · · · ·Did I get it wrong?
21·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Excuse me.··Yes.··I
22··needed to confirm with staff.··That's for County Special
23··Use Permits.··The State Special Use Permits are reviewed
24··against the criteria in Chapter 205.
25·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Okay.
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·1·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··It's the five tests to
·2··approve.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Okay.
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··They don't have
·5··criteria -·6·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Never mind.
·7·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··-- I believe, to deny.
·8··But in denying, you would -·9·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··You would find that -10·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··-- simply state that
11··those criteria were not met.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··All right.··Deputy, while you're at
13··it, can you please repeat the motion?
14·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··The motion is to deny
15··the Special Use Permit application.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··As is.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··As is.··Okay.··Call for vote.··All
18··in favor of the motion to deny.··Opposed.
19·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Two ayes.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sorry.
21·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Five nos.
22·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Motion fails.··Do I get
23··another motion?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Deputy.
25·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Chair, if I could, if
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·1··the Commission isn't inclined to entertain a motion to
·2··approve, I would suggest that just a general motion to
·3··approve be made and then the Commission could make
·4··amendments to that motion to modify conditions or to add
·5··conditions as you've discussed.··So rather than trying to
·6··encapsulate all of that in one motion containing
·7··everything, to have the motion to approve as recommended
·8··and then you can amend those one by one.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.··Commissioner
10··Hedani.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Move to approve as
12··recommended by the Department.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Second.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Moved by Commissioner Hedani,
15··second by Commissioner Castro.··Discussion on the motion
16··to approve.··Commissioner Hedani.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I would like to add a
18··condition that buffering landscaping be planted along the
19··edge of the property to mitigate sound.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Is there a second on that?
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Castro seconded.
22·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··No.··On his -23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Oh, on his amendment.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··The amendment.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are you okay with that?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··Yes.··Second.
·2·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Can you state that again,
·3··buffering landscaping?··Can you -- can you repeat that?
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··To require -- to require a
·5··buffering landscaping be planted around the periphery of
·6··the property to mitigate noise impact.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So we just have to say okay, right?
·8·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Yeah.··Commissioners, I guess, are
·9··we going to approve these amendment by consensus, or did
10··you want individual motions and votes on each one?
11··Consensus?··Consensus is fine.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
13·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··But if someone wants to take a vote
14··that they can ask for a vote.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So we're voting on
17··each individual amendment?
18·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··No.··Well, if the Chair determines
19··that there is a consensus, in other words, you know,
20··agreement, that -- that these amendments shall apply,
21··then -22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··We can take one at a time.
23·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··That's fine, do them one at a time.
24··If someone objects to a particular amendment and wants to
25··take a vote, then all they need to do is call and ask for
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·1··a vote.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Is that okay with the
·3··Commissioners?
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CASTRO:··That's fine.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So we have amendment to put a
·6··barrier -- buffer.··Maker -- second to the motion is okay
·7··with that?··Everybody is okay -- oh.··Commissioner
·8··Robinson.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I do not support the
10··motion as it is.··And do I listen to further things that
11··we throw in as the recommendation to -12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah. yeah.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I want to negotiate, but
14··is that how it's going to work?··So -- and then -- and
15··then as -- and then I just wait until -16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··If you -17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- I feel comfortable
18··there's enough amendments to make me feel like I want to
19··support it?
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well -21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Or do we take a vote,
22··and then, if we don't support, then we come back and then
23··we try to come to middle ground?··See what I'm saying?
24·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.··I think the approach we're
25··taking right now is, basically, adding amendments to it.
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·1··Every amendment has to be agreeable with everybody here.
·2··And then we're going to take a vote on the -- on the
·3··motion to approve with all the amendments that's been
·4··agreeable to all the Commissioners.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.··I think a few
·6··Commissioners already -- already shared their -- their
·7··feelings that they're not going to agree to amendment as
·8··it is.··So why don't we take the vote on that so we can
·9··get to the next step and see if -- I mean -- I mean, I
10··don't -- yeah, we can't do that.··We're going to go
11··through this whole thing, then we're going to vote and
12··it's going to be denied?
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··No, no.··What we're -- the reason
14··why we're doing this is -- per Deputy is that instead of
15··trying to come to a consensus with a motion that will
16··satisfy everybody, we're going to move to approve -- we
17··can move to approve what it is right now, which is
18··allowing the permit, but then we're going to add
19··amendments to it.
20·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··If I may?··Mr. Chair, now having
21··heard -- you know, Commissioner Robinson raises a good
22··point because what he is saying is that he was actually
23··opposed to the application.··So if we don't have a
24··consensus as to how -- we have a motion on the floor to
25··approve as recommended by the Department.··Typically, if
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·1··there are any motions to amend, to add additional
·2··conditions, each amendment would be discussed and voted on
·3··separately, or they could be packaged as a group of
·4··amendments, depends how you want to proceed.··But I -- you
·5··know, because Commissioner Robinson has expressed concern,
·6··then I would suggest we do it, you know, pursuant to how
·7··Robert's Rules of Order would dictate, which is we have a
·8··main motion on the floor and then any motions to amend the
·9··main motion would be like a subsidiary motion that would
10··have to be determined first before you vote on the main
11··motion.··Is that what you had in mind?
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And, also, same time this opens the
14··floor up for discussion amongst the Commissioners what
15··they wanted to -16·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··But keep in mind that if -- if
17··there's an amendment on the floor, the discussion and vote
18··is only on the amendment.··And once the Commission decide,
19··okay, we've -- you know, we've introduced all the
20··amendments we can agree on, then you would discuss the new
21··amended motion.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So as a clarification,
24··my -- my amendment at this point is just to add
25··landscaping around the periphery.··That's the only thing
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·1··that we're voting on if we need -- if we need to vote on
·2··it.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Discussion on that
·5··amendment.··I like the idea, but until we get into, you
·6··know, scope, size, height, view planes -- I mean, to say,
·7··well, we got to have landscaping around the side, you
·8··know, you just plant a bunch of naupaka and we're good,
·9··you know.··So it's -- it's like -- it just seems a little
10··nebulous is all to state it just like that.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Yeah.··I think that the -13··I picked that because I thought that was the easiest
14··amendment to work on.··The applicant has already said she
15··has peripheral landscaping there that's growing.··And from
16··my perspective, I think we can -- well, the proof in the
17··pudding is going to be in the eating.··If it doesn't
18··mitigate sound, a year from now, after all these
19··complaints about sound mitigation and whatnot, then it
20··would not have worked.··So it doesn't serve in her best
21··interest.··I don't think we need to specify height because
22··that affects views, you know, in the valley of the
23··property as well.··So I would leave it up to the applicant
24··to -- to comply with the intent of reducing noise impacts.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Just a note, too -- that's a good
·2··point, Corp Counsel -- in the recommendation, actually
·3··standard conditions, this is for one year.··And right now,
·4··it's stating that Maui Planning Directors have the
·5··authority to -- to approve any request for extension.··We
·6··can actually amend that to say, has to come back to the
·7··Planning Commission.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sorry.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Every year.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··If you want a level of, you know,
12··security.··Okay.··Commissioner Carnicelli, is that -13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yeah, that's fine.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other additions or -- that's
15··already improved on, right?··Commissioner Hedani.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Should we vote on the
17··amendment?
18·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yeah.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Let's vote on amendment, so
20··to add additional -- yeah.··All in favor of the amendment?
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··If it so passes.
22·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Opposed?
24·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··One no.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay, the amendment passes.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··I'm sorry,
·2··Chair.··Can I get just some more clarification?··I could
·3··vote yes on every single amendment and still vote no on
·4··the motion, right?
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Correct.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes, absolutely.··We're trying
·8··to -·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.··Oh, she
11··needs -- sorry.··Our recorder just signaled that she needs
12··a break.··So let's take a five-minute recess and reconvene
13··at 5:25.
14·· · · · · ·(Recess, 5:17 p.m. to 5:25 p.m.)
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Maui Planning Commission is called
16··back to order.··I'm entertaining any additional amendments
17··to the motion.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I would like to
19··amend -- amend it to say 12 events per calendar year and
20··60 persons.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··To be clearer, you're amending the
23··motion to reduce the number of events to 12 per year and
24··up to 60 people?
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Correct.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Correct?
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Correct.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And that's it?
·4·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··For now.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··And any discussion regarding
·6··this amendment?··Commissioner Canto.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Any particular reason why
·8··we want to go to 60 and not 75?··It just seems like such a
·9··even number, 60.··What if somebody comes stag?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No.··If I -- if I
11··could, Chair?
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, Commissioner Carnicelli.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Is that I think it's
14··also about parking, though, too.··Because, I mean, the -15··the more numbers we get, the more cars we're going to
16··have, the more traffic in the neighborhood, you know, the
17··whole deal.··You go -- 60 is -- 60 is a number I can live
18··with.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··Well, my thought is there's
20··a couple people in each car, so -- well, whatever the
21··Commission decides to -- to vote upon, but I would prefer
22··that we go with 75.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Commissioner Robinson.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I was comfortable with
25··60 for two reasons.··The first reason was the amount of
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·1··parking.··And I thought 60 people there, I think we all
·2··know that they're not going to get a violation for 64
·3··people, you know, if there's a give and take for that.
·4··And, second, that was also part of the recommendation from
·5··the County, was 60 people prior.··And I think that's -·6··and when we did the visit, when we were there, I felt that
·7··was a nice safe number.··And, also, the applicant did say
·8··30, 30 and 60.··I think -- you know, I think it's a good
·9··number.··I could go 65, you know.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CANTO:··I'm sorry?··You could go
11··65?
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··What do you think?
14·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··He's got his hand up.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, the motion on the floor is
16··for 60.··Commissioner Hedani.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I don't agree with 12
18··times per year.··I think that's -- that's reducing it to
19··the point where it's almost useless, considering she would
20··probably want to entertain a lot of local families having
21··weddings with no charge at all.··You would have to charge
22··that as one of the 12.··She's already done that.··And I
23··kind of like 75 people, as Doreen suggested, which I think
24··was her suggestion.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Are -- are pro bono
·2··events considered part of this, or this is just the paid
·3··events?
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··This would be for all
·5··events that aren't just her personal friends and her own
·6··entertaining.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So -·8·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··It would be for -- for
·9··nonprofit as well as corporate events, if you will.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So -- so the events that
11··we're voting on -- and I want -- and thank you for
12··clarifying that.··So -- so the tour -- them taking the
13··tour that's more than 40, is that going to be considered
14··one of these events?
15·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yes.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yes.
17·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yes.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Gina?··Sorry.
19·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··The -- the farm tours that are
20··allowed under 205 as a permitted use do not count as this.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
22·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Strictly architectural tours or
23··art history tours would, but anything that's okay under
24··205 that include the farm tour do not count under this.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So what we're talking
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·1··about is she could open up her property, like I could from
·2··my back yard, and allow people to get married there for
·3··free, that would still be considered one of these events,
·4··Gina?
·5·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··It's an unusual
·6··distinction that we do have to make.··If it's -- if it's a
·7··function of her living on the property, if it's her
·8··family, her friends, and she's having guests over and
·9··having a party, then that wouldn't fall under this permit.
10··But if it's a wedding venue that someone seeks out, then
11··it would fall under this.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··So can we say commercial
14··event, then, because it's not with the wedding planner,
15··and it's not a commercial event?··I mean, I guess, you
16··know, we love the fact that she -- she might have the
17··availability to share with families and cousins to have a
18··wedding up there, you know.··Of course, that would be
19··whatever fire code is.··And so it wouldn't fall under our
20··criteria; it would be on the fire code criteria.··But I
21··want to be clear that we don't deter that 'cause -- 'cause
22··-- 'cause that is not my intent.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I think we should just
25··focus on the amendment -CSR Maui
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- at this point.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.··But I think it's good
·4··clarification on what -- yeah.··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··So I would like
·6··to amend my amendment.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··To say 12 paid events
·9··per year and 65 people.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··So we have an amended
13··amendment.
14·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Actually, I think what you're doing
15··is you're withdrawing your original motion and
16··Commissioner Robinson is withdrawing his second and you're
17··making a new -- proposing a new amendment.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.··Thanks, Corp
19··Counsel, that is what I am doing.
20·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··For 12 -- 12 commercial events, 12
21··commercial events per year.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
23·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··And up to 65 guests?
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.
25·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Correct?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.··Thank you.
·2·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··And Commissioner Robinson seconds
·3··that.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Actually, Corp Counsel, I think you
·5··meant paid -- 12 paid commercial, yeah, for profit.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Any more discussion on this
·8··amendment?··Commissioner Hudson.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··If we're gonna -- my
10··opinion, if we're going to chop it down from 24 to 12, I
11··think we got to increase the number to 75.··I'd feel more
12··comfortable.··'Cause then if you do it 75, that's 900 paid
13··people per year.··12 -- it's almost like building a house,
14··if you keep on making cuts and cuts and cuts and cuts,
15··like a budget, then, at a certain point, you say forget
16··it, I'm not -- just not gonna build the house.··It doesn't
17··make any sense.··If you're cutting it down to 12 -- you
18··can't burn the candle from two ends.··If you cut it down
19··to 12, you have to up the size of the guest list to 75.
20··If we take a close look at -- at the parking that goes
21··from 36 to 40, assuming 2.5 persons per vehicle, the
22··parking can still accommodate that, my opinion.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··My numbers is also part
25··of the safety.··There's parking and there's safety.··And I
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·1··think 75 is too large a number with only three people
·2··there.··Even classes don't have 25-to-one ratios.··I think
·3··if you're gonna have -- if you're gonna have a venue that
·4··size, you need to have a little bit more staff.··And I was
·5··comfortable with 60, it kind of jumped to 65 just to try
·6··to -- to, you know, try to get to -- closer to the other
·7··side.
·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Just a comment.··If Commissioner
·9··Hudson has a point about cutting the candle off of both
10··ends, I would suggest maybe, Commissioner, looking at
11··increasing the number of events per year.··I mean, not
12··significantly.··Up by three more, 15.··I don't know.··Just
13··put it out there.··I can't make a motion.
14·· · · · · ·So all in favor of the amendment by Commissioner
15··Carnicelli?
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Which is?
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··12 and 65.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··12 paid.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Paid, sorry, and 65.··All in favor?
20··Three.··Opposed?
21·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Three ayes, four nos.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Motion fails.··Do I hear another
23··one?··Commissioner Hedani.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I'm comfortable with the
25··Department's recommendation at 24 events per year as
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·1··opposed to 12.··I feel the 48 is kind of arbitrary at two
·2··people per car.··My car only holds two people, but most
·3··cars hold four people.··So four times -- four times 24
·4··stalls is 96 people that can be accommodated in 24 stalls,
·5··conservatively, not counting five people per car, or vans
·6··for that matter.
·7·· · · · · ·The purpose of the application is financial.
·8··And if we cut it down to the point where it doesn't -·9··does not make financial sense, then -- well, the residents
10··that are opposed would be happy, but no one else would be
11··happy.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Right.
13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I would suggest that we
14··look at 75 people, which works for them, and 24 events per
15··year, which works for the Department.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Are you making an amendment?
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Move to amend to 75 people
18··per event and 24 events per year.
19·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Second.
20·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Discussion on the motion.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Here we go again.··It's
22··like of all the things that we talked about an hour before
23··and the numbers and the community, and we're going back
24··on -- it's like same thing that I talked with my applicant
25··about, it's you're not hearing what the community is
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·1··saying, you're not hearing about the safety concerns.
·2··We're increasing people, we're trying to increase stuff,
·3··and we're making this about a monetary thing.··If it
·4··doesn't work for the applicant, too bad.··This is about
·5··what's going to be best for the community and the
·6··applicant, not what's best for the applicant.
·7·· · · · · ·It's just like when we had a person here earlier
·8··and he was trying to get a short-term vacation rental and
·9··he wanted to have amplified sound.··And the Commission
10··says if you want to have amplified sound, then too bad, I
11··don't care if it works for you or not.··And the person
12··came four times until he finally said, you know what, I'll
13··live without the amplified sound.
14·· · · · · ·It has to work for everybody.··And if it doesn't
15··work for the applicant, then -- then -- how I feel is it's
16··not safe, it's not part -- it's not going to be community
17··friendly.··And, unfortunately we're going back on the
18··other pendulum again where there's no matter what, this is
19··what we need, this is what we gotta get, I got to get
20··this, I got to get this because this is what I want.
21··Thank you.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Well, if that's the way
24··you feel, Commissioner Robinson, then you should vote
25··against the amendment.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I should what?
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··You know, if that's the
·3··way you feel, you should vote against the amendment.··The
·4··reason why we're taking each amendment in turn is so that
·5··everybody gets a chance to vote on whether they agree or
·6··disagree.
·7·· · · · · ·The reason I voted against the prior amendment
·8··was because I felt 60 or 65 was too low.··75 would work.
·9··And I felt that 12 times a year was almost a waste of
10··effort, pointless, you know, in pursuing the permit
11··itself.··That's, basically, my feeling.··That's why I'm
12··advancing an opinion to concur with the Department's
13··recommendation at 24, making it workable at 75, and we can
14··add other stuff to it beyond that.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··So your only
16··amendment, Commissioner Hedani, is just 75 people, because
17··the recommendation -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··The amendment -19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··-- on the floor right
20··now is 24.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Right.··The only -22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··The other amendment
23··failed, so -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- to confirm 24 events
25··per year.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··So the amendment
·2··is just to raise the amount to 75 people.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Actually, to clarify,
·5··the Department's recommendation was two events per month.
·6··So changing it to 24 per year, even though that ends up as
·7··the same total, it allows the events to be clustered
·8··differently than if it were two per month.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Okay.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other discussion regarding
11··amendment?··Seeing none, call for a vote.··All in favor of
12··the amendment?··Four.
13·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Four ayes.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Opposed?
15·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Three nos.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Gotta vote sometime.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Never said it was
18··going to be easy.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You guys are going to put me on the
20··spot here.··Here's how I feel:··I had suggested earlier
21··perhaps upping the 12 to 15, and I thought that is a fair
22··increase, but going up to 24 seems a lot to me.··And I
23··think if you start talking about how many total events you
24··can have a year, having 24, you could -- there's a lot
25··of -- there's a lot of room to play with that.··I don't
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·1··think it necessarily had to be 24.··I would say,
·2··personally, I think that's -- it's not -- it's pushing the
·3··limit, especially when we increase the capacity from -·4··48, that's the Department's recommendation?
·5·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yes.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And we're actually increasing the
·7··number of people and keeping the number the same.··So
·8··we're actually increasing what's recommended.··So I'm
·9··going to vote no against the amendment.··I would entertain
10··something smaller and less frequent.··Commissioner
11··Carnicelli.
12·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··So for the record, the amendment -13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Failed.
14·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··-- fails.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
16·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Four to four.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Four to four.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So I'm sitting here
19··feeling very well aware that if we don't come to a
20··consensus on something, then this is probably, ultimately,
21··just going to end up to the Department's recommendation,
22··which is not something that I personally want.··And I do
23··remember my father telling me don't let perfect get in the
24··way of good.··So I'm going to say I would like to make an
25··amendment, that is 15 events per calendar year, 15 paid
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·1··events per calendar year, and 65 guests.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any discussion?··Commissioner
·4··Robinson.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I just want to comment
·6··that there can be 365 events, but there can only be so
·7··many paid events.··There can be 365 days of tours, of
·8··parties of an amount on top of that place.··And if you're
·9··local, you know, and they have a place -- I'm just saying
10··that is the -- that is the capability of this location.
11··So we're talking about paid events; we're not talking
12··about restricting the property or the use or the type of
13··it.··In fact, I would go to wonder if you have a
14··fundraiser on top there, like we do at the Yokouchi, you
15··know, that's not a commercial, that's a fundraiser, and -16··you know, and that considers an event, but, yet, the
17··people in the community is still impacted, the -- the
18··safety and the security is still impacted.··So, I mean,
19··what we're asking here is a commercial compared to a ban
20··on you can't have anybody up at your yard.··And I did
21··second the 15 by 65.
22·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Any other discussion?··Call for a
23··vote.··All in favor of that amendment?
24·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's -CSR Maui
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·1·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··That's counted as a
·2··yes.
·3·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's counted yes.
·4·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··I know.··So we've got
·5··to move on.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Anything else?
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··On the list of -·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I would like to make
·9··an amendment that says only champagne, only champagne can
10··be -11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Second.
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··-- served.
13·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Do you -- I just want to make
14··things little easier.··As a recommendation to the
15··Commissioners, it seems like we pretty much got the
16··hardest part figured out, I will say if we can bundle the
17··other things like no pyro -- you know stuff, no -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.
19·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··If you wanted to, is that -- may
20··I -21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··It's faster to go one by
22··one.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You think so?··Okay.··No -24··champagne only, and we have a second by Commissioner
25··Hedani.··Discussion regarding that?··Commissioner Hudson.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Love the intent, but I
·2··also know that certain religious events, including
·3··weddings, require celebratory wine.··It's funny, but there
·4··are certain events that you have to have a glass of wine.
·5··And the idea that it's champagne only and -- you know, I
·6··have some issue with that.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I would like to
·9··withdraw my amendment, and make a new amendment that says
10··champagne or celebratory wine.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And/or?
12·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No, or.··Champagne or
13··celebratory wine.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani seconds.··So
15··any discussion about this amendment?··Commissioner
16··Robinson.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I apologize.··The
18··alcohol content of wine is stronger than a light beer.
19··And I'm -- and, again, I think -- a ban on hards
20··altogether, I think that's something I definitely support.
21··I don't think you need to have hards anywhere.··Beer has
22··less alcohol content per glass than a glass of wine, so I
23··am open to adding, you know, anything but hard alcohol.
24··Thank you.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner -- any other -CSR Maui
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Let's vote on this one
·2··first.
·3·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··You know, Commissioners, if I may,
·4··because I am also -- I also advise the Liquor Department,
·5··I can tell you that sometimes we need to be precise in our
·6··language.··For example, champagne could be interpreted to
·7··mean only that product that comes from Champagne region of
·8··France as opposed to sparkling wine.··And even the
·9··definition of wines themselves can get fuzzy, which is
10··why, generally speaking, you know, when -- when -- even
11··when you look at liquor licenses, you can have licenses
12··just for beer and wine or, you know, general dispenser
13··licenses that would have -- like include cocktails, like
14··other mixed drinks and, you know, distilled beverages like
15··hard liquor.··So -- so in an effort to get too -- to put
16··too fine a point on things, you may create enforcement
17··problems.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··The question is for
20··Counsel.··Since you're on the Liquor Commission, you would
21··be familiar with the terminology that you just explained
22··then, right?
23·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Somewhat.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··And so -- so it would
25··be -- you understand our intent, our gist?
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·1·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··I do.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··We do not want hards,
·3··which includes distilled; we want what is commonly
·4··referred to as wines -·5·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Yeah.
·6·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··-- and champagne.··Perhaps
·7··you could word it, I mean.··And beer.
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I have a question, if
·9··I could.··So I guess maybe my question is if you're
10··talking about there's a type of license, right, that's a
11··beer and wine license?··So if I said, okay, whatever is
12··permissible under the beer and wine license, is that
13··general enough?
14·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Well, no.··You could just say beer
15··and wine.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Oh, okay.··So I would
17··like to withdraw my amendment, and I would like to make a
18··new amendment that says beer and wine only.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··I withdraw my second for
20··the third time.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Discussion with that -- on
22··that amendment?··All right.··Let's vote.··All in favor?
23·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
24·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Abstain.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Abstain is automatic -CSR Maui
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·1·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Seven ayes.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Seven ayes.
·3·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Eight ayes.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So that's, again, for beer and
·5··wine.
·6·· · · · · ·Commissioners, I just want to remind everyone,
·7··maybe Commissioner Carnicelli, there was a discussion
·8··regarding having professional bartenders providing the
·9··services as part of the amendment.··Are you -- well, I
10··guess for everyone.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I guess I didn't
12··necessarily include -- since it's already been voted on, I
13··guess I can't really change my amendment.··So -14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes.
15·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··So -- okay.··So, yeah.
16··As -- is -- is the applicant talked about hiring
17··professional staff to serve the alcohol.··So rather than
18··having -- let's make a conditions.··So I would like to
19··make an amendment that says professional staff must serve
20··all alcohol.
21·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Are you wanting that to be a
22··licensed bartender -23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes.
24·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··-- by the State of Hawaii?
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yes, please.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I would second that.··I,
·3··also, think that that's a good idea.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··So we have another amendment
·5··to have the alcohol, beer and wine served by a licensed
·6··bartender or -·7·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Yeah.··And then, Gina, actually,
·8··it's Liquor Control that -- that certifies or issues the
·9··cards to the bartenders.
10·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Oh, County, not State.··Okay.
11·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.··Any more discussion?··All in
12··favor of this motion -- amendment?··Sorry.
13·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
14·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Abstain.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Seven ayes.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··Six ayes, one abstention.
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I would like to make a
19··motion that any event serving alcohol, that everybody
20··needs to be shuttled to the location for the safety of the
21··neighborhood.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Second.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Discussion on this amendment?
24··Vote.··All in favor of the amendment?
25·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Three ayes.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Opposed?
·2·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Abstain.
·3·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Three nos.··So that
·4··would be four ayes.
·5·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··I vote yes on the amendment.
·6·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Five ayes.
·7·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So shuttle to -·8·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Yeah.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··Commissioner Hedani.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··The reason I voted no is
11··because we have a requirement for 24 stalls.··If you have
12··shuttle, you can have no stalls and shuttle everybody to
13··the event.··The -- the shuttle would mean people would
14··have to be shuttled from an off-site parking area to
15··the -- to the Lona Ridge property.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Chair?
17·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes, Commissioner Robinson.
18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··I think the intent is
19··that there is -- that we eliminate the -- the -- even the
20··slightest chance that somebody would be driving down that
21··hill intoxicated.··I mean, we have professional
22··bartenders, they serve me sometimes when I -- I'm a good
23··actor, I guess.··But I think that eliminates that safety
24··problem.··And I think the stalls -- I think they're going
25··to be used for caterers.··I think they're gonna be used
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·1··for people supporting the event, including the bartender
·2··bringing their tables in.··I understand that it may be a
·3··-- it may be an inconvenience, but I think -- I think the
·4··community is going to like it.··I think when we end up
·5··with this and try to keep this out of the court system, I
·6··think the community is going to look at everything and
·7··they're going to -- and judge and say, well, you know,
·8··they're looking at the safety.··When there's alcohol,
·9··people aren't allowed to drive on your neighborhood,
10··they're going to be dropped off somewhere else.··That's a
11··safety issue.··So we eliminate that whole -- that whole
12··argument.··And that's where my -- that's where my thoughts
13··are coming from.
14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And for the record, I agree with
15··Commissioner Robinson.··That's why I'm voting aye on that.
16··Commissioner Hedani.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··So each one of the 15
18··events, commercial events, is going to have to be
19··shuttled?
20·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··If they serve alcohol.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··If they serve alcohol.··Only if
22··they serve -23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··They're gonna serve
24··alcohol.··So every event is going to need to be shuttled.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Well, I think it's her choice.
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··That was the intent.
·2·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Carnicelli.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I would like to make
·4··an amendment.··I don't know if it's still the same, but
·5··Item Number 22, which is the Fire Protection Bureau, for
·6··events, where it says you need approval, 50 people or
·7··more, open flame or pyrotechnics are proposed, and just
·8··say no open flame or pyrotechnics are allowed.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Are you including candles?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No.··I think it just
11··will go with -- it's kind of like what we did with the
12··Baldwin Estate, whatever the intent of this was, the
13··intent of open flame, I don't think candles are included
14··in that.··I wouldn't seen say tiki torches are probably
15··included in that.··I don't know.
16·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Council did discuss this with Maui
17··Dragon Fruit Farm.··You need to be really specific what
18··you mean by open flame.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Okay.··Nothing larger
20··than a candle and no pyrotechnics.
21·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··So no open flames
22··except for -23·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Candles.
24·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Candles.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··And tiki torches.
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·1·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··And tiki torches.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Candles and tiki
·3··torches are allowed.
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Okay.
·5·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Anything over and
·6··above that -- no open flame other than candles, tiki
·7··torches, and no pyrotechnics.
·8·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Okay.
·9·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··That's amendment.··Is there a
10··second?
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Yeah, I'll second.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson.··Any
13··discussion on this amendment?··Okay.··Call for a vote.
14··All in favor?
15·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And then one abstain.
17·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Seven ayes.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Motion -- amendment carries.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Is there amplified
20··music?
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah, no -- yeah.··Was there
22··discussion regarding the helicopter drones?
23·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Can we go back just real quick to
24··the -- the open flame?··Council discussed about Chinese
25··lanterns.··That would be included in the prohibition?
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·1··Where they put the flame and the lantern.
·2·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··They have a candle
·3··inside, right?
·4·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··It's a candle in there, a -·5·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Do they have a candle?
·6··Then it would be -·7·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··-- floating candle.
·8·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··-- a candle.
·9·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··That would be okay?
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.··That's flying
11··candle.··Talking about the ones you -- excuse me.
12·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··I'm sorry to bring it up, but it's
13··only been -14·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Robinson.
15·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··-- discussed with the previous
16··event.
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Gina, are you talking
18··about the ceremony where you have the lantern and you let
19··it go and it flies away?
20·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Uh-huh.
21·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Yeah.··To me, that a
22··pyrotechnic.··It's leaving the air that -- I mean, that
23··forestry there, that would be -24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Are you making an
25··amendment?
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·1·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No, no, no.
·2·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Already voted on that.
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No, but a flying candle,
·4··not talking about a candle.
·5·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Just clarifying the
·6··previous action.
·7·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··We passed it?
·8·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Yeah, we already voted
·9··on my amendment.··Now you got to amend my amendment.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··No.
11·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··No, no, no.··I'm just asking for
12··clarification, when Council asks -13·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Clarification, okay.
14·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··What was that?
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hedani.
16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··We're making the
17··stenographer crazy by having two or -18·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··Oh, sorry.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- three people speak at
20··-21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HEDANI:··-- once.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yes, she's already -- thank you.
24··Any other amendments?··Commissioner Carnicelli.
25·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··I would like to have
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·1··an amendment that all guests are made part of a registry,
·2··that there's a registered guests list.··Because there
·3··was -- you know, some of the testimony was that people
·4··were worried about theft in the neighborhood, in
·5··burglaries and this whole other thing.··So the applicant
·6··had already said that, you know, she would be willing to
·7··do a guest list.··So I'm just going to say, as part of the
·8··application, that there needs to be a registered guest
·9··list for everybody on property.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
11·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Second.
12·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson, second.··Any
13··more discussion on this amendment?··Call for a vote.··All
14··in favor?
15·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
16·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··And one abstain.··Okay.
17·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Eight ayes.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson.
19·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I don't know if it was
20··discussion during the testimony, but I want to make sure
21··we -- we put in the -- in the contract, drones and
22··helicopters, flyovers are not allowed by their guests.
23··Like I said before, we cannot control the general
24··population when it comes to that, but we can control the
25··guests.
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·1·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Good point.··A second on the
·2··amendment?
·3·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
·4·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Second by Commissioner Robinson.
·5··Discussion?··Call for a vote.··Call in favor?
·6·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Seven ayes.
·7·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··One abstain.
·8·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you.··Any other amendments?
·9··Commissioner Hudson.
10·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··I would also like included
11··in the contract that any illegal drugs, including scripted
12··drugs, from one person to another will result in immediate
13··removal from the property.··I want it down in writing so
14··when that happens, if it ever happens, we have something.
15·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Commissioner Hudson, how do you
16··plan to have the applicant police that?
17·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··They have monitors there.
18··They are responsible for the property.··They are
19··ultimately responsible for the property.··If they see drug
20··use, they have to take action.
21·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··So in some form or the other?
22·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER HUDSON:··Call the police.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Okay.
24·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Second.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Second.··Any other discussion?··All
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·1··in favor?
·2·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
·3·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Abstain.
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Seven ayes.··Eight
·5··ayes.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··You guys have nothing on this side?
·7··Heavy on this side.··Okay.··If no more amendments, we can
·8··call a vote on the motion as it plays out without
·9··amendments.··So, Deputy, you want to take on that?
10·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Sure.
11·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Maybe -- I was going to say Gina,
12··since she's been taking the notes.
13·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··I've been taking notes,
14··too.
15·· · · · · ·MR. MURAI:··Oh, you -- okay.
16·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Okay.··Commissioners,
17··the motion is to approve the State Land Use Commission
18··Special Permit and to recommend approval to the Council of
19··the Conditional Permit subject to the conditions and the
20··recommendation with the following amendments:··That the
21··applicant plant landscape buffering around the periphery
22··to mitigate noise; that events be limited to 15 paid
23··events per year, with a maximum of 65 people; that the
24··only alcohol served at the events be beer and wine only;
25··that only licensed staff serve alcohol; that events that
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·1··serve alcohol, the participants shall be shuttled to the
·2··property; no open flames except for candles and tiki
·3··torches, and no pyrotechnics and no Chinese lanterns; the
·4··applicant shall keep a registered guest list; no drones or
·5··helicopters shall be used by guests, and that shall be
·6··contained in the contracts; and no illegal drugs shall be
·7··used on the property, it shall result in immediate removal
·8··from the property, and that shall also be in the contract.
·9·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER ROBINSON:··Max.··Max.··Max.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Sorry.··I'm just consulting with
11··Corp Counsel.··And I have -- do have a question, too.
12··Deputy, you mentioned Chinese lanterns.··Going to back my
13··heritage a little bit here, I think those are ones you
14··hang, if you referring to Chinese lanterns.··If you just
15··want to mention it's not anything that -16·· · · · · ·COMMISSIONER CARNICELLI:··No flying lanterns.
17·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Flying lanterns.
18·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Flying, yeah.
19·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Floating, want to call them
20··floating?
21·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Floating.
22·· · · · · ·MS. FLAMMER:··Floating lanterns.
23·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··There you go.
24·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Okay.
25·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Yeah.··The ones I know just hang,
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·1··you know, that's nothing wrong.··Okay.··All right.··So any
·2··more discussion on the motion including all the
·3··amendments?··Okay.··Call for a vote.··All in favor?
·4·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··Six ayes.
·5·· · · · · ·VICE-CHAIR DUVAUCHELLE:··Opposed.
·6·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Oppose, one.··Motion carries.
·7·· · · · · ·DEPUTY DIRECTOR MCLEAN:··That's it.··Okay.
·8··Commissioners, your next regular meeting date is on
·9··Monday, November 7th.
10·· · · · · ·CHAIR TSAI:··Thank you, everybody, for this
11··latest meeting.··Hopefully, we won't have it again this
12··late.··Thanks for your support.··Meeting adjourned.
13··(Gavel.)
14··
15··
16··
17··
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